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Abstract

Scientific observation, simulation, and experiments produce large amounts of sci-

entific data. With such scientific data represented as multi-dimensional arrays, there

has been a need to enhance complex analytics. The array data model is appropriate

for scientific data management because it can physically cluster data close to each

other, which ensures the locality of coordinate systems. In this dissertation, we focus

on large-scale array processing and management based on the array data model. We

present Spangle implemented on top of Apache Spark, a popular map-reduce frame-

work for complex computation workloads. By adopting the array data model, Spangle

facilitates scientific analysis using raster data and machine learning algorithms heavily

relying on linear algebra. Moreover, we employ SciDB, a popular array-based DBMS,

to improve array processing and usability. First, we present an efficient approach to

query processing in the Filter operator, which examines attributes and coordinates with

a full scan regardless of given conditions. This approach enables the filter operator to

perform a selective scan using array indexes for given spatial information. Next, we

propose the scalable loader, SLS. It streamlines the conversion process and modifies

the distribution method in the loading stages. Also, it eliminates two heavy-duty steps:

sort and redistribution, which account for a dominant portion of data loading. Last,

we propose SDF, which facilitates data sharing and exchange to support complex an-

alytics with minimal integration overhead. By adopting the principles of a federated

database system, SDF abstracts away integrating processes while retaining the primary

authority of each database and preserving system features such as analytics libraries.

keywords: Array data model, Scientific data, Array Processing, Array Management
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the advancement of data collection and storage technologies, scientific technol-

ogy development has made remote explorations effortless over the past few decades,

which has led to the prevalence of satellite applications, such as a weather forecast

system, red tide detection, and global warming estimation. Also, high precision and

resolution sensors generate diverse types and a high volume of raster data in scientific

experiments and observations. They produce large-scale raster data in various fields,

including ecology, climatology, and astronomy. For instance, the Large Synoptic Sur-

vey Telescope (LSST), built to survey the night-time sky, collects 60PB of images over

ten years [1]. Consequently, the need for managing and processing unprecedented sizes

of scientific data, especially raster data, has emerged.

As scientific data have increased, scientists need sophisticated scientific analysis,

which leads to high computational cost. For example, satellite imagery with various

resolutions and coordinate systems is often transformed and rigid to investigate the

relationship between multiple satellites. With those conversions, they employ mathe-

matical models or domain-specific algorithms based on linear algebra operations (e.g.,

matrix multiplication, covariance, and inverse). The analysis using scientific data plays

an important role in understanding scientific phenomena.
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Meanwhile, the growing demand for large-scale machine learning has been chang-

ing the landscape of data analysis. The size of training datasets has grown rapidly and

affected the accuracy of machine learning. Given an efficient algorithm, increasing the

training data size is one of the ways to minimize the bias in machine learning. Besides,

many machine learning algorithms heavily rely on algebraic computations (e.g., ma-

trix calculations for logistic regression), and thus they are concerned with operations

on matrices.

The array data model is considered appropriate to manage and process scientific

data represented as multi-dimensional arrays rather than a traditional relational data

model [2]. This dissertation focuses on array processing and management to enhance

scientific analysis.

1.1 Motivation

The research in this dissertation has been motivated by the efficient support of data

management and processing for large-scale arrays, especially multi-dimensional data

such as raster data and matrices. As the raster data (e.g., remote sensing imaginary) and

matrices are widely used in scientific fields, improved array processing and manage-

ment can contribute to the scientific analysis. Furthermore, a matrix can be seamlessly

represented as two-dimensional arrays, which can be treated based on the array data

model. Most machine learning algorithms highly employ linear algebra, which matrix

operations can express. In traditional approaches, experts adopt domain-specific algo-

rithms for data processing methods. However, the machine learning can be another

option, learning rules based on scientific data for even non-experts. Recent studies

[3, 4] show that the machine learning approach enhances the scientific analysis.

In order to support efficient scientific analysis, we have researched to improve

large-scale array processing and management on distributed systems on Apache Spark

and SciDB. Apache spark is highlighted as a scalable and parallel computing frame-
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work. With increasing volumes of data, it is required for data-intensive large-scale

analysis. In past decades, the array data model on Spark has not been studied in-depth,

and few array-based systems [5, 6] have been introduced to support scientific data

analysis. Moreover, as described above, the growing demand for large-scale machine

learning has shifted methods for data analysis. There is a strong need for algorithms

dealing with large-scale matrices that do not fit into single machine memory. A large

machine learning task may have to be distributed and processed in parallel to reduce

the training times. It is crucial to provide a scalable and efficient programming model

that domain scientists can easily adopt for their data processing needs.

Moreover, SciDB is one of the popular array-based DBMSes, which can facilitate

large-scale scientific data management, but it is insufficient. We suggest approaches

to leverage the performance and functionality for query processing, data loading, and

database federation on SciDB. The filter operator of SciDB reads all data without

considering features of array-based DBMSes and spatial information. It is especially

inefficient when a user searches a small region in massive datasets. The other major

hurdle is pre-processing before loading data, which includes extraneous file conversion

from a raw data format to a software-specific format and array transformations for data

locality.

In addition, scientific data are managed in multiple separate databases by different

sources and organizations. When analyzing such distributed data together for further

comprehensive understanding and prediction, scientists need to access data via mul-

tiple simultaneous connections or collect them in a single location. In the middle of

the data analysis process, scientists usually employ aggregated results rather than the

whole data. If SciDB provides this feature at the query level, scientists can extract the

results from other databases without the cumbersome steps.

3



1.2 Contributions

The overall goal of this dissertation is to provide efficient large-scale array processing

and management. In the research, we employ a processing framework, Apache Spark,

and an array DBMS, namely SciDB. We implement an array processing system on

top of Apache Spark. It extends Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) to support effi-

cient array processing and reduces the training time in machine learning. In addition,

we improve the query processing and loading performance on SciDB. We suggest the

selective scan for filter operator and a scalable loader. The selective scan approach

reduces the disk I/O cost, and the scalable loader mainly minimizes network commu-

nication overhead. We also suggest a feature which federates multiple databases at the

query level.

Overall, the main contributions are as follows.

• We introduce an array processing system called Spangle. It is implemented on

top of Apache Spark, a popular map-reduce framework for complex computa-

tion workloads. To support array data computation, we extended Resilient Dis-

tributed Dataset (RDD) based on the array data model named ArrayRDD. Ar-

rayRDD is an inherently parallel data structure that provides fault-tolerance. In

addition, by adopting the array data model, Spangle provides an interface for ex-

pressing machine learning algorithms, which heavily rely on linear algebra. We

tailored two popular algorithms, PageRank and Stochastic Gradient Descent, for

large-scale datasets in Spangle.

• We present advanced database techniques to provide efficient scientific data pro-

cessing and management. First, we provide a new implementation of a selective

scan that retrieves data corresponding to a range that satisfies specific condi-

tions. In our experiments, the selective scan approach is up to 30x faster than the

original scan. Second, we propose a scalable loader, SLS, which reduces loading

overhead. Our experiments show that SLS reduces the data loading time up to

4



65% compared with the vanilla loader of SciDB. Last, we present SDF, Scientific

Database in Federation, which facilitates data sharing and exchange to support

complex analytics with minimal integration overhead. SDF has two connection

models, master-to-master and cluster-to-master, for a shared-nothing architec-

ture.

1.3 Outline

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background

knowledge of the array data model and two systems, SciDB and Apache Spark. Also,

we present the related work in this dissertation. Chapter 3 introduces the processing

system, Spangle, for large-scale arrays on top of Apache Spark. Spangle provides ad-

vanced operators regarding raster data processing and machine learning algorithms.

We describe two machine learning algorithms with customization, which can demon-

strate efficient matrix operations. In Chapter 4, we present an approach to improve

query processing using spatial information and data loading in SciDB. Also, we de-

scribe a federated database system, which enables data integration between different

databases. Last, we conclude with our contributions and future directions in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we describe background knowledge and underlying two systems, Apache

Spark and SciDB. First, we describe the array data model. Next, we present the overview

of SciDB and Apache Spark.

2.1 Array Data Model

An array, a collection of homogeneous elements and totally ordered, is a fundamental

data model. Figure 2.1 shows terms in array data model. It is composed of consecutive

elements, named cells. A dimension is ordered, represented by a range of contigu-

ous integer values, and a cell can have multiple values mapped into the same array

index, which we call attribute. For instance, a sensor can produce multiple values in

a particular area (e.g., temperature, precipitation, and pressure in climate data). This

model is widely used to process multi-dimensional data, such as geospatial data, and

to implement scientific and machine learning algorithms.

The raster data, generated by scientific observation and computer simulation, highly

employ the array data model. These data have dimensions discretized regularly over

time and space. Remote sensing, for example, processes spatial and temporal informa-

tion and generates images. Values in the images are enumerated along with coordinates

6



Three dimensions
Two attributes

Temperature: 34
Humidity: 40 

cell

Figure 2.1: Array data model

(e.g., longitude and latitude), naturally represented in multi-dimensional arrays.

Another application of this model is to express linear algebra. In fact, many sci-

entific algorithms are represented as matrices. For instance, two- or three-dimensional

Fast Fourier Transforms are widely used in the field of image processing. Machine

learning algorithms, such as matrix factorization and principal component analysis,

are also key concerns with linear transformations. These are tightly related to vector

spaces or specific matrix operations.

Array Based System

There are many array based systems to process and manage multi-dimensional data

based on array data model. In this section, we describe array DBMSes and array pro-

cessing systems. The systems related to Apache Spark are dealt with in another section.

HDF5 [7] is a popular file format for storing multi-dimensional data. It has two

main structures: a group and a dataset. A group is a collection of objects in an HDF5

file, and a dataset consists of homogenous elements, which essentially follow the

multi-dimensional array format. The attribute of HDF5 is metadata which describes

the group and dataset. It is a portable and extensible format using a hierarchical struc-

ture by self-describing structures. In addition to HDF5, netCDF [8] is widely used,

which provides a portable file format and an application programming interface (API)

to store and retrieve netCDF files over heterogeneous platforms.

7



Titan [9], a parallel shared-nothing architecture, manages remote-sensing raw data.

Its coordinator stores metadata using an R-tree index. The range queries, which retrieve

spatio-temporal data, require input data to map into a grid by an aggregation query in

a relational database. As each worker has a plan to read chunks for an aggregate query,

it only considers the task distribution for load balancing related to the communication

and I/O overhead.

T2 [10] is a customizable parallel database that provides the retrieval and process-

ing of multi-dimensional data. It can manage both uniform and non-uniform datasets

and support the most general form of array operations. Users can specify the functions

of the system at query time.

RasDaMan [11] is a DBMS for multi-dimensional arrays. It has a client-server

architecture that a server runs on a single machine and is a middleware on top of a

relational database with BLOB storage. It provides a declarative query language for the

general purpose. Because RasDaMan does not have native array storage, it processes

array operations at the middleware.

SciDB [12] is a popular array database system based on a multi-dimensional ar-

ray model and can manage ragged arrays. Section 2.3 describes it in more detail. Ar-

rayDB [13] is an array database system prototype that implements the AML language.

The plan of AML execution pipelines data and generates results at a time. We describe

the AML language in more detail in the next section.

RAM [14, 15] implements the RAM array algebra on MonetDB. The array alge-

bra operators can be assigned to relational algebra expressions. However, the array

operators do not fit into the relation models, which incurs extra costs. Further, RAM

is extended to a parallel setting [16]. It has two simple rules, partitioning and aggre-

gation, to allow query decomposition. Partitioning distributes arrays and enables the

query processing in parallel if there is no dependency between indexes. Similarly, in

aggregation, RAM can process queries for partitioned arrays in parallel because they

are not dependent on each other.

8



ArrayStore [17] is a storage manager that supports complex and diverse operations

on sparse arrays. It can process queries in parallel in a shared-nothing architecture.

ArrayStore presents three chunking strategies: regular chunking, irregular chunking,

and a two-level combination of those. Regular chunking divides an array by the same

shape, and irregular chunking splits an array into a chunk that has the same number

of points. However, regular chunking takes a long time for data loading, but irregular

chunking also requires explicit indexing in a parallel environment. It is more desirable

when queries need to be processed in balance. Consequently, the two-level chunking

strategy, which merges the two chunking strategies, is suggested to overcome the pit-

fall.

TileDB [18] is a storage manager for multi-dimensional arrays and can support

both dense and sparse arrays. It organizes elements of an array into fragments which

are ordered collections. The fragments allow transforming random writes into sequen-

tial writes, leading to very efficient reads. TileDB also supports parallelism via both

multi-threading and multi-processing, providing thread safety and process safety, re-

spectively, with lightweight locking. However, it does not support any array process-

ing functions and distributed processing. ChronosDB [19] is a distributed geospatial

multi-dimensional array DBMS, which supports in-situ processing. The data model of

ChronosDB represents diverse raster data types and formats, and ChronosDB has a

coordination layer on top of components, which leverages performance and function-

ality. SciHadoop [20] uses multiple partitioning to array data in HDFS and supports

the optimized computation for holistic aggregates such as the median. However, each

partition is bounded to process its corresponding chunk. A bottom-up partitioning is

employed when fine-grained sub-arrays are created and merged into chunks. It mini-

mizes the number of partitions across chunk boundaries. Also, SciHadoop reduces the

overhead such as data transmission, remote reads, and unnecessary reads.

SIDR [21], implemented on SciHadoop, employs locality-aware access to scien-

tific data in its original format. It extends the functionality that Reducers can determine
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when the Mappers finish data processing for their result, which starts data processing

much earlier. SCIMATE [22] enables the scientific data processing in different for-

mats with a MapReduce like API. The API consists of functions submitted together

with multiple optimizations. It improves the transformation process and accelerates

the execution.

ArrayUDF [23] presents the User-Defined Function (UDF) mechanism for multi-

dimensional arrays based on SDS [24] framework. It provides generalized structural

locality support. Compared with the MapReduce computing model, ArrayUDF uses

a single step to finish tasks for both Map and Reduce operations. It allows in-situ

processing to access raw scientific file formats directly. HAMA [25] is a framework

implemented on top of Hadoop for matrix operations, not for raster data processing.

It supports varied matrix operations, such as matrix multiplication and the conjugate

gradient method to solve linear equation systems. Matrices are stored in HBase, and

their operations are implemented as Map-Reduce programs.

Array Query Languages

There are several proposed languages to identify an array algebra. They are designed

as similar to SQL or typically array extensions to SQL. In this section, we discuss

multiple array query languages in detail.

AQL [26] is a declarative query language and abstracts multi-dimensional arrays

as functions from indexes to values. It supports various types, such as a boolean, tu-

ple, and array. The AQL abstracts array operations for a higher-level language and

adequately expresses the nested relational operations on multi-dimensional arrays. To

streamline programming and enhance query optimization, the AQL operator can con-

sist of components, such as comprehension, pattern, and block. It is similar to the rela-

tional algebra, which is extended by rewriting pipelined functions instead of mapping

a higher-level language.

Rasdaman provides RasQL [27] based on its array algebra, similar to a SQL query.
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It has three main constructs that can express all array operations: MARRAY, COND,

and SORT. The MARRAY specifies each cell position of a spatial domain to create

a new array, and the COND combines cell values and results in a scalar value. The

SORT re-arranges cells for a specific order along the selected dimension of corre-

sponding hyper-slices. It shuffles cells by the given order-generating function, which

concatenates dimensional hyper-slices without transforming values and the spatial do-

main. These three operators are basic operators, used to create other operators, and

new operators can be added to the algebra on demand.

The Array Manipulation Language (AML) [28] takes bit patterns as parameters,

which can evaluate arrays. It consists of three operators to manipulate dense arrays,

such as SUB, MERGE, and APPLY, and we describe the details below. Given a range

query, the SUB, which is commutative across dimensions, retrieves corresponding

cells. In two distinct dimensions, the subsequent SUB applications can produce the

same result regardless of their order. The MERGE combines two arrays over the same

domain, and the APPLY supports a user-defined function, which can produce a new

array. Users can manipulate arrays by APPLY as their own function. Those three op-

erators can be organized as nested, i.e., pipelined as arguments between upper-level

operators.

RAM and SRAM [14, 15] support array processing on top of the MonetDB [29],

which is a columnar relational database. RAM and SRAM, typically used for informa-

tion retrieval applications, manage dense and sparse arrays, respectively. The SRAM

array algebra improves RAM specification, which presents additional structural opera-

tors. Basically, As both systems do not support arrays but represent arrays as relations,

they must process arrays over relational algebra operators, which leads to inefficient

query processing.

SciQL [30] employs SQL-like syntax and declarative query language, which can

abstract the data model from the physical data layout. SciQL can seamlessly inte-

grate set, sequence, and array semantics and extend the value-based grouping to struc-
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Figure 2.2: The architecture of Spark

tural grouping based on positional relationships for aggregation by selective access to

groups of cells.

2.2 Overview of Apache Spark

Apache Spark [31] is a general-purpose framework for large-scale data processing

with APIs in Scala, Java, and Python. It supports different computation types, such as

job batches, iterative algorithms, interactive queries, and streaming. More recently, a

number of high-level APIs have been developed based on Spark. With built-in mod-

ules for streaming data analysis [32], SQL [33], machine learning [34], and graph

processing [35], Spark enables advanced in-memory big data processing and analytics

in many fields such as finance and e-commerce industries.

Figure 2.2 shows Spark architecture. It uses the Resilient Distributed Datasets

(RDDs) [36], each of which is a distributed collection of objects partitioned over a

cluster. To manipulate RDDs, Spark provides a functional programming interface with

two types of RDD operations, namely, transformation (e.g., map and filter) and

action (e.g., reduce and collect).

Spark processes data through the combination of stages, a series of RDD opera-

tions. The transformations in a stage are not executed until the actions are triggered

(i.e., lazy evaluation). It enables Spark to optimize transformations. RDDs are fault-

tolerant with a lineage graph which is information about how they were derived from
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other RDDs. Using this graph, Spark can reconstruct RDDs after a failure. In addition,

they explicitly persist in memory or on disk to accelerate data access and reuse.

Apache Spark is natively designed for not only iterative processing, commonly

well suited for complex analysis, but also interactive analysis, which can evaluate

results step by step. It is a unified engine for different applications, which does not

require learning and maintaining third-party tools. Moreover, it is a general-purpose

framework for any purpose of applications from laboratory to production. Conse-

quently, it can lead to higher productivity, especially when it is used for complex

algorithms and pipelines.

2.3 Overview of SciDB

In this section, we describe the terminologies and architecture of SciDB. Then, we

present the query language, operator, and data loading of SciDB.

Terminology

As SciDB is based on array data model, it uses its terms described in Section 2.1.

An instance of SciDB is an independent worker, and a computing node can have

one or more instances. A SciDB suite consists of a single master instance with several

slave instances, and we call the node containing master instance a master node. A

chunk is a physical unit of I/O for processing and inter-node communication [12]. It

allows overlap between chunks to encourage region queries (e.g., Gaussian Smooth-

ing).

System Architecture

SciDB [12] is a parallel DBMS based on a multi-dimensional array model which sup-

ports ragged arrays because the system does not require that arrays be rectangular. The

model makes data objects that are close to each other to be stored together. SciDB uses
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Figure 2.3: The architecture of SciDB

a shared-nothing architecture, where each node connected to the network can commu-

nicate with every other node and has its own independent storage.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the architecture of SciDB. The master node stores a system

catalog, metadata of SciDB, in PostgreSQL [37]. SciDB partitions multi-dimensional

arrays into chunks and stores the chunk metadata in the catalog, including boundaries

and chunk lengths. SciDB does not store indexes explicitly because it stores the coor-

dinates for every cell in the system catalog. Before processing queries, SciDB exploits

the relevant information from the catalog, and the master broadcasts a query to SciDB

instances responsible for managing a subset of arrays.

SciDB has a fixed size block model for a chunk because it is an advantage to

managing and performing better between disk and main memory. The buffer pool with

fixed-size slots collects data in main memory. If a chunk is too small, it could not

avoid many reads. On the other hand, if a chunk is too big, cache miss and redundant

I/O would occur because unnecessary data may move to read. Basically, chunks are

partitioned and distributed to every instance using hash.
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Given dimensionality (d) and a prime number (P ), SciDB uses following the hash

function to distribute data, Hd,

Hi+1 = ((Hi × P )⊕ (Vi −mi))/li (A)

where l is a chunk length and, V and m are coordinates of a chunk and the smallest

coordinates for each dimension, respectively. Initially, H0 = 0 and SciDB uses 1,013

as P . A hash value is calculated iteratively in the range 0 ≤ i < d. Then, the instance

ID (I ID) becomes the remainder divided by the number of instances (N ).

I ID = Hd % N (B)

For instance, the hash value of coordinates {1, 1, 10} is four when each starting coor-

dinate is {1, 1, 1}, and each chunk size is {2, 2, 2}.

Query Language and Operator

There are two distinct query languages in SciDB: Array Query Language (AQL) and

Array Functional Language (AFL). AQL is based on the grammar of SQL [26] and

compiled into AFL at the query preparing phase. AFL is optimized for array calcula-

tions, derived from APL (A Programming Language). The primary data type of APL is

a multi-dimensional array. Users can access SciDB operators through AFL, and oper-

ators such as filter(), between() and aggregate() can be cascaded to obtain desired

results. For example, a query can be represented as join(B, filter (A, x = value)), where

A and B are arrays, and x is an attribute of A. This example presents spatial join,

which overlaps two arrays and merges attributes of two input arrays when dimension-

ality should be equal. In the query, the intermediate results of filter are delivered to a

join operator.

SciDB has a unique operator, redimension(), which transforms dimension values

to attribute values, and vice versa. This operator reshapes an array (for example, 100

by 100 to 1000 by 10) and transforms one or more dimensions. This step is compa-
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rable to both indexing and clustering. While redimensioning, SciDB partitions multi-

dimensional arrays into chunks with a specific size. It is imperative to determine the

optimized chunk size because it affects the data size and data locality.

SciDB provides user-defined operators (UDO) for extensibility. UDO is useful for

writing new operators accepting one or more arrays as arguments. Users employ UDO

in various ways, including linear algebra, such as matrix multiply, curve fitting, and

linear regression. They can implement algorithms composed of sequential or iterative

logic with it. Many calculations for an algorithm consist of a few steps, and complex

computations may proceed with various kinds of core calculations.

Data Loading in SciDB

The overall SciDB data loading process is explained in Figure 2.4. The master node

converts raw data format (e.g., HDF5) to intermediate format (e.g., TXT) and then a

Comma-Separated Value (CSV) format. The master node distributes data to all SciDB

instances when the conversion finishes. We describe the detail of the steps below.

Before sending data, the master node splits data for instances by a round-robin and

sends them to instances. Then, SciDB instances convert CSV to Dense Loading For-

mat (DLF), and DLF files are loaded into a one-dimensional array. Since the initial

array format is a one-dimensional array after loading, redimension operator transforms

the array to an appropriate format. These steps are described below in more detail.

Loading. To load data into SciDB, we must convert raw files into an input file for-

mat, which the SciDB loader can support. The first task is data split. We divide a file

using round-robin and store them to separate files. The master node divides the file,

and the SciDB loader distributes and loads them, alleviating I/O overhead in the master

node. Data are distributed to instances using SSH and pipes, and each instance con-

verts them into DLF format, which SciDB understands. After the conversion, SciDB

instances load DLF files to a one-dimensional array.
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Figure 2.4: Data loading in SciDB: (A) Loading stage, (B) Redimensioning stage

Redimensioning. There are four major steps in the redimensioning stage. 1) data

preparation: the first step involves converting the array into a one-dimensional form

and matching each attribute to a corresponding coordinate. This conversion is pre-

processing for the next step. 2) sorting all cells: this step accounts for half of the total

redimensioning time. 3) preparing distribution: SciDB aggregates sorted elements into

a temporal array before distributing data to actual target instances.4) distribution and

synchronization: data are redistributed based on hash values and stored in correspond-

ing instances. All instances communicate with each other to synchronize the final step.
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2.4 Related Work

In this section, we describe related work to process and manage raster datasets. In

Spark, there have been data-intensive computing platforms for scientific analytics and

machine learning. In addition, several database management systems are proposed

based on array data model. We present those systems and database techniques to im-

prove data management.

Spangle : A Distributed In-Memory Processing System for Large-Scale

Arrays

There have been database systems and data-intensive computing platforms for scien-

tific analytics and machine learning. Several systems are based on the array data model,

such as RasDaMan [11] and SciDB [12]. SciDB is a popular array database system

based on a multi-dimensional array model and can manage ragged arrays. SciDB is

not entirely designed to store sparse arrays, as it does not support specialized tech-

niques or data structures for them. Since array database systems are disk-based sys-

tems using SQL or SQL-like language, they are less flexible than map-reduce. The

ML library is also insufficient for the community version. On the other hand, Spangle

mainly executes in-memory computations in a map-reduce environment with sparse

array management.

In addition, several systems based on Apache Spark have emerged for scientific

datasets in recent research. SciSpark [6] provides APIs that abstract scientific data (i.e.,

NetCDF and HDF) using linear algebra libraries. However, it has the mapping infor-

mation inside a wrapper class and provides few array operations. Users need to under-

stand the system and implement their operations. Especially in linear algebra, SciSpark

does not provide the matrix multiplication in a distributed environment. RasterFrames

can process spatial data based on Dataframe of Spark SQL. Using DataFrame, it can

deliver a set of functionalities, horizontally scalable for general analysts and data sci-
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entists.

ClimateSpark [5] uses a multi-dimensional array-based data model on Spark and

can organize climate datasets, commonly represented as multi-dimensional arrays. It

generates a spatio-temporal index to avoid pre-processing steps and store the index

to an RDBMS. ClimateSpark is designed for climate data analytics, but it does not

provide the native array operators. As the configuration of this system is complicated

and does not maintain now, we fail to evaluate its performance and identify its fea-

tures. H5spark [38]can load HDF5 data natively into Spark, which provides a parallel

I/O interface using an MPI-like independent I/O. It depends on the Lustre file system

striping to achieve high I/O bandwidth. GeoSpark [39] is a spatial data processing

system on top of Spark. It can process geometric type queries using three abstracted

RDDs. However, Spangle is a general-purpose array based system that can process

scientific datasets as well as a large-scale matrix. It supports declarative APIs to ma-

nipulate arrays for ease of use and effectively manages sparse arrays with a bitmask.

As many scientists have employed arrays to represent matrices, a few systems have

supported linear algebra and machine learning. There are numerous systems on top of

Apache Spark, such as MLlib [34], SystemML [40], and MLI [41]. MLlib is an embed-

ded library that provides machine learning but a pre-canned distributed implementation

for machine learning. This style is also a common approach in systems such systems:

Mahout [42], MADlib [43], and H2O [44]. SystemML specifies machine learning al-

gorithms at a high-level with a declarative machine learning language. Several systems

also follow this style: OptiML [45] and DMaC [46]. Furthermore, MLI provides lin-

ear algebra APIs to build machine learning algorithms. This type is widely used, such

as TensorFlow [47] and PyTorch [48]. Spangle also follows this design, but it mainly

provides array and matrix operators optimized by bitmasks. In particular, it supports

bitmask-based matrix operations.
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Advanced Database Techniques for Large-Scale Arrays

This section describes the previous work related to the systems and our three different

approaches.

Optimizing Query Performance on Array DBMS. Improving query processing

performance has been researched over the past decades. The common approach is

to use a specific index, which allows reading data selectively. We describe previous

research to process raster datasets by avoiding full scan.

SDS/Q [24] uses bitmap indexing to HDF5, which improves performance for

highly selective queries. COMPASS [49, 50] supports value-based filter operations

on SciDB. It maps elements into a number of bins specified by users and encodes

bin-based indices, which enables access to cells by avoiding full scan. BitFun [51]

provides bitmap indexing using a hierarchical bitmap index to continuously re-index

arrays during queries. k2-raster [52] is the variant of k2-tree [53]. It represents raster

datasets and uses compressed space, offering indexing capabilities. This is not based

on array data model, but is on top of the raster data to improve query and processing

performance.

Our approach identifies spatial information in a query to use the positional index

of an array, which can be accessed directly by coordinates. It first filters data by the

spatial information and then retrieves data by other conditions.

Loading Data into Database in Parallel. Many existing database systems support

parallel data loading. Greenplum [54] built on PostgreSQL supports parallel data load-

ing with its external tables used with the extract, load, and transform process. Since

the table supports SQL operations such as SELECT, SORT, and JOIN, the data can be

extracted, loaded, and transformed (ETL) simultaneously. That process finally makes

the data available in the target table. In addition, by using external tables and gpfdist

that enables servers to connect directly to the external sources, Greenplum can give

maximum parallelism and load bandwidth.

The loading process in Oracle [55] occurs in four main phases: 1) data loading with
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external tables, 2) preparation, 3) loading, and 4) post-load activities. To begin with, an

external table is employed, and a read-only table with metadata is stored in a database,

which uses external data as a virtual table. By using a virtual table, queries are directly

submitted, and data are loaded in parallel without loading the external data in the

database. Before data loading, several tables and objects need to be prepared. The

external data are processed in parallel to support the scalable loading in this phase. The

third phase is loading data by a SQL command. Due to the second phase, a database

environment is set for sufficient parallelism. Then, the statistics of data are computed

to give an optimizer that relies on accurate statistics.

Like Oracle, Vertica [56] can also load data in parallel. A user submits a COPY

statement, including a list of nodes to execute the loading operation. A single host

controls the loading process on multiple nodes in the cluster. Raw files have a delimiter,

and the Vertica loader splits the input data files on a delimiter. Then, the loader creates

a new tuple for each line and redistributes the tuple to all nodes using hash. Once the

data are loaded, the columns are sorted and compressed, which follows the physical

design of the database.

Federated Database System. A federated database system was researched in

depth in the 1980s and 1990s. From the study, several systems adopt the concept of the

system for data integration. IBM suggested database federation through an early pro-

totype named Garlic [57], whose architecture and optimization for cross-query have

become fundamental components. A wrapper is used to federate both libraries and

data, which supports multi-server integration by configuring metadata of multi-severs.

In SDF, metadata of remote databases is managed by a link table in PostgreSQL, re-

trieved by Address Manager.

Several systems [58, 59] were researched for a join operation between Hadoop and

a DBMS that has shared-nothing architecture. JEN [59], a join execution engine, has

a similar connection model to our cluster-to-cluster model, but the cluster-to-cluster

model is not restricted by the number of instances involved in both local and remote
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clusters. Also, BigDAWG [60] is a system to integrate data from heterogeneous en-

gines. This is a middleware solution because data go through islands, a middleware for

a link between engines. These engines should communicate with each other via islands

and have pre-defined schemas for federated data. However, SDF integrates data by its

operators directly and generates schema by itself. BigDAWG federates heterogeneous

engines (e.g., from the relational model to the array model) but does not support data

federation between array models.

The plugged operator or engine was developed to support database data federation,

similar to SDF. PostgreSQL [37] has an extension, foreign data wrapper (FDW), which

provides the database federation. FDW connects PostgreSQL with various kinds of

data depicted in a tabular format, such as Oracle database tables, CSV files, and process

lists. In MySQL [61], a local server has a federated table whose schema matches the

table a local server attempts to access on the remote server. If a result set is produced,

each column must be converted for the schema format of a federated table. While both

two DBMSs require a federated schema to be defined in advance, SDF tailors it during

the query execution time.
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Chapter 3

Spangle: A Distributed In-Memory Pro-

cessing System for Large-Scale Arrays

With increasing volumes of scientific data, scientific analysis becomes heavy work

that entails a long running time, which requires a scalable and parallel framework such

as Apache Spark for desirable performance and productivity. Moreover, the growing

demand for large-scale machine learning has changed the data analysis trend. Many

machine learning algorithms heavily rely on algebraic computations (e.g., matrix cal-

culations for logistic regression). Thus, it is increasingly required to manage large-

scale matrices, which are difficult to be processed in single machine memory. Many

domain scientists need a scalable and efficient programming model for complex sci-

entific analytics.

We introduce Spangle, an array processing system implemented on top of Apache

Spark. Spangle extends Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) for large-scale array pro-

cessing. The parallel data structure, called ArrayRDD, is based on the array data model

and inherently provides fault tolerance. ArrayRDD can represent multi-dimensional

matrices, arrays as well as spatio-temporal data.

Spangle provides declarative interfaces to manipulate arrays. It allows us to or-
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ganize tasks into a pipeline. Spangle manages sparse arrays containing null values or

invalid cells with bitmasks. The bitmask is a series of bit vectors and provides non-

trivial benefits. Without having to store invalid cells explicitly, it can compress an

array, thereby enabling to load larger ones into memory. Besides, it can reduce the

computational volume by bypassing the invalid cells.

We can leverage not only the array indexing capability for performance but also a

range of array processing APIs for programmability. Spangle can support processing

large-scale raster data or large training data for machine learning algorithms. To eval-

uate the effectiveness of Spangle, we have customized and optimized the two popular

machine learning algorithms, PageRank and stochastic gradient descent (SGD), for

Spangle. Spangle achieves better performance than existing array processing systems.

Overall, we make the following contributions.

• We have implemented an array processing system called Spangle for large-scale

raster data analytics and machine learning.

• For sparse arrays, Spangle employs bitmasks in a few different modes so that it

can compress large arrays.

• We have customized two machine learning algorithms, PageRank and SGD, for

Spangle. It is demonstrated from these tailored algorithms that Spangle can fa-

cilitate complex analytics effectively.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we present Spangle and its

architecture. Then, we describe the bitmask which is a Spangle component, and how it

manages chunks and processes arrays in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 shows programming

interfaces in Spangle. In Section 3.4, we optimize two machine learning algorithms

for Spangle, and Section 3.5 shows the performance of Spangle. Last, Section 3.6

summarizes this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of Spangle

3.1 Architecture of Spangle

In this section, we present a novel system called Spangle. It is designed to process and

analyze large-scale arrays such as raster data and images, as well as to compute large

matrices. We introduce its architecture and then describe each component.

3.1.1 System Overview

Spangle is an in-memory distributed processing system that adopts an array data model,

built on top of Apache Spark. It supports array operations to enable scientific or busi-

ness analytics over multi-dimensional datasets. The architecture of Spangle is de-

scribed in Figure 3.1. It is composed of two main components: ArrayRDD and its

metadata. The ArrayRDD, a dataset of Spangle, is an extension of the RDD and fol-

lows its properties, such as fault-tolerance and lazy evaluation. The other component

is metadata. It is a description of an array and presents array specifications, such as the

starting point and data types of attributes. Using this information, Spangle can manage

arrays as physical and logical layouts, respectively.

Spangle is able to process arrays that can have two features: an irregular form and

multiple attributes. The ragged data (irregular form) are usually sparse, even skewed,
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and the majority of them are empty cells (no-data) in scientific data, described in Sec-

tion 3.2.1. To represent null values, we employ bitmask, coupled with a payload in a

chunk. A chunk clusters adjacent cells and preserves the data locality, which can easily

access adjacent cells together. Without storing null values, Spangle can reduce the size

of arrays, described in detail in Section 3.2.2.

Moreover, Spangle can manage multi-attribute arrays. While scientific data may

have a number of attributes, most applications span the processing time within a few

of them [62]. Considering this characteristic, we adopt a column-store manner to effi-

ciently manage attributes by mapping an attribute into an ArrayRDD. The benefits of

a column-store are to reduce the data size by compression and improve the cache hit

ratio [29], suitable for in-memory processing systems. Even for machine learning, a

column-store manner achieves high performance [63].

In Spangle, each cell can be identified by its array index. Spangle manages ar-

rays by ArrayRDD, which consists of chunks, and uses a special ArrayRDD, named

MaskRDD. In particular, ArrayRDD inherits PairRDD (key-value RDD), where each

record is composed of a key-value pair. To create ArrayRDD, Spangle first ingests data

(e.g., CSV and NetCDF) and assigns a unique ChunkID to each cell. Then, it groups

cells with the same key. Afterward, cells are mapped into the payload, and the bitmask

is set. These are performed as pipelining. When an operation, such as matrix multipli-

cation, incurring data shuffling, or join is executed, Spangle re-distributes each of them

and processes arrays in parallel based on chunks. The details are described below.

To support full parallelism, it prefers not to have the relationship between data. In

array processing, however, the relationship between cells, which stands for an array in-

dex, is important. The adjacent cells in an array are often co-operated and aggregated,

such as average and summation (e.g., convolution). Consequently, we give the Chunk

ID to each chunk to identify its location. Spangle manages the pairs of (ChunkID,

chunk) as a PairRDD. The PairRDD is a native data structure in Spark, which pro-

vides easy extension and compatibility for every Spark version. ArrayRDD inherits
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PairRDD on Spark, and its element is (key, chunk), where the key is a single value

representing the location of the chunk. By this feature, Spangle manages large-scale

arrays or matrices partitioned across nodes and provides distributed array operations

and linear algebra. The key has a similar role in map-reduce processing but has three

different aspects for our design: First, the chunk ID explicitly represents the chunk

location in an array. It provides information of its value (chunk). It is a kind of a chunk

index. Second, for scalable dimensionality, the chunk ID should represent all dimen-

sion metadata. The single value representation is simple but gets a benefit from this

scalability. Last, as the dimension is scaled, the size of metadata may grow. We need

to reduce the metadata size because Spangle is an in-memory processing system.

Chunk

An ArrayRDD is composed of non-overlapping blocks of an array, chunks. An array

is partitioned into chunks and distributed across multiple workers (i.e., executors in

Spark). A chunk contains geographically contiguous data, where co-located cells are

clustered to ensure data locality. This is essential in the coordinate system because

adjacent data are usually accessed and processed together. In a distributed environ-

ment, it reduces the network communication cost and brings out cache effects. How-

ever, several operators require data shuffling, which incurs significant overhead, such

as in image processing. To minimize this overhead, a chunk can have extra cells by a

given number in boundaries along each dimension, named overlap [17] which Spangle

employs. It is useful when workers require adjacent cells in a chunk boundary (e.g.,

blurring images). This technique can avoid data exchanges, which reduces the network

overhead.

3.1.2 ArrayRDD

A chunk consists of two components, a payload and a bitmask, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.2. The payload is a collection of actual values, and the bitmask indicates their
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Figure 3.2: The ArrayRDD and chunk layout

validity. The payload is physically stored in a one-dimensional array. In a distributed

environment, each chunk must have a unique identifier to access cells. Specifically,

ArrayRDD manages each record as a pair of a chunk and its ID. The ID is a single

value, which stands for multiple values (e.g., coordinates). Compared with multi-value

representation, the single-value representation supports any arrays without concern for

the number of dimensions and reduces the key length and lookup cost. Spangle as-

signs a chunk ID to every chunk, unless all cells in a chunk are empty. Consequently,

Spangle does not create empty chunks, which also reduces the data size in memory.

MaskRDD

The MaskRDD is a hidden attribute that is internally used. It stores the global positions

of null values and thus provides a global view for visible attributes. It is essential to

achieve better performance when the number of attributes is greater than one. For in-

stance, a cell filtered out in one attribute by the Filter operator, described in Section 3.3,

must be excluded from the other attributes. Spangle maintains this consistency in every

operation; however, it is quite expensive. MaskRDD can reduce this cost, similar to the

Spark strategy, lazy-evaluation. That is, every operation transforms only a MaskRDD,
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and Spangle evaluates all ArrayRDDs on-demand from MaskRDD. This benefit in

terms of the performance is described in Section 3.5.2.

3.1.3 Metadata and Mapper

To manage arrays, Spangle stores metadata, such as the starting and ending points of

arrays, the interval of chunks, and data types. With this metadata, the mapper virtually

translates a logical layout to the physical layout, and vice versa, as shown in Figure 3.2.

It derives coordinates from a chunk ID, and Algorithm 1 shows how it works. This

algorithm is used to create chunks and to retrieve cells within a specific range. We use

this idea to optimize the performance by applying it to a mathematical operation in

Section 3.4.3.

Algorithm 1: Computing a Chunk ID from Coordinates
input : metadata mt, coordinates pos

output: Chunk ID

chunkID = 0

length = 1

for i=0. . .mt.getNumDim-1 do
chunkID += (pos(i) / mt.getChunkSize(i)) * length

length = length * math.ceil(mt.getArraySize(i) / mt.getChunkSize(i))

end

chunkID

3.2 Bitmask

This section introduces three different chunk management modes and describes how to

compress arrays and access them for each mode in detail. Given the data distribution,

a chunk is managed in three distinct modes: Dense, Sparse, and Super-Sparse. Under

these modes, cells can be accessed in different approaches.
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Assuming that the time complexity of the one-bit count for a word is constant,

the computation for random access in n-words takes O(n). If an operation scans all

elements in a chunk, then it takes O(n2) time. To reduce the long-running time, we

optimize it by distinguishing two access patterns, described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Null Value in Raster Data

The real array datasets contain null values, also called no-data or missing data, when

data are lost or dropped. It represents the invalid state of data. This case occurs in, for

example, satellite sensors observing objects which are often missed or unknown [64].

The objects in the universe such as stars or galaxies are sparsely distributed. That is,

most astronomy image data are filled with a few empty regions [65]. Likewise, in mon-

itoring shipping vessels, data around the coastline are empty because they congregate

near major ports [66].

Each array-based system [8, 11, 12, 67] adopts different methods to describe null

values. The values can be encoded as NaNs, supported in most languages such as C++

and Java. The NaN is a straightforward representation of a null value. A mathematical

operation (e.g., addition) with a null value is not defined, which is the same as NaN.

That is, the result of arithmetic operation is null (e.g., 1 + null = null), which is the

same as that of NaN (e.g., 1 +NaN = NaN ). It is unnecessary to define a character

for a null value. However, it can have a limitation because the value is not specified for

all general types, such as Int and Long. Another method to represent a null value is to

use specific values such as the minimum or maximum value of a primitive type (e.g.,

int max or float min). However, this could be cumbersome because a cell can have any

real value. If a value is int max, not a null value, a system cannot determine whether

the value is a real value or null value.

Alternatively, the auxiliary data structure, bitmask, can be adopted to represent

null values. Each bit vector in a bitmask can be either one or zero. If the data are a

real value, a bit vector is set to one. Otherwise, the bit vector is set to zero. While the
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Figure 3.3: Three modes for data distribution

bitmask requires additional space, it is independent of any data type. A system can use

all values and express the data status with the minimum size (i.e., one bit per cell),

compared with the above methods.

While a system processes raster data, values can be translated as null values. Sup-

pose that scientists only focus on chlorophyll [68], where values are greater than a

specific threshold below the sea surface. These negligible cells are considered to be

invalid. Spangle treats a specific cell that is not of interest as a null value.

3.2.2 Chunk Management

As the density of an array, Spangle manages chunks in three different modes: dense,

sparse, and super-sparse, described in Figure 3.3. It is not necessary to compress a

dense array, whereas a sparse or super-sparse array needs to be compressed, which

physically removes invalid cells and reduces the size of an array. In matrix operations,

zero is treated as invalid. Similar to managing raster data, compression methods can
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be applied to a sparse or super-sparse matrix. Especially, in matrix operations such

as matrix multiplication, the data size impacts on the network overhead which is the

major factor in the performance. In addition, the bitmask can represent the static graph,

described in Section 3.4.2.

Dense. The dense mode is a straightforward method. A payload is filled with al-

most valid cells, and bit vectors in a bitmask are almost set. That is, the size of every

chunk is equal. Spangle can directly access a cell using an array index.

Sparse. Spangle drops invalid cells in the sparse mode. While it can reduce the

payload size, all cells lose their initial positions (i.e., indices), which cannot directly

access cells with array indexes. To solve this challenge, we use a bitmask to identify

valid cells and inform the original position. For the point query, for example, Spangle

first searches for a corresponding chunk and scans a bitmask. By counting the bit-

vectors from the beginning to a given position, Spangle can derive the initial position.

For a sparse matrix, bitwise operations such as and and or are used between two

matrices to reduce the computation overhead. For example, the element-wise product

needs a bitwise and (&) operation. If a bit is unset (0), the corresponding cell must be

zero (null); therefore, the computation between two cells is not required. By the and

operation over two bitmasks, Spangle does not multiply the element-pair when at least

one element in the pair is zero.

Super-Sparse. The super-sparse mode is that few valid cells are in a chunk, and

the bitmask size accounts for the majority size of a chunk, where most bits in the

bitmask are zero. This case often arises. For instance, data can be super-sparse but

follow a normal distribution. Due to our chunk management policy, if a chunk has

more than one valid cell, Spangle creates the chunk. If then, the bitmask size can be

larger than the payload size. Thus, to reduce the bitmask size, we set two levels, called

the hierarchical bitmask method. If a bit at the upper-level is zero, the corresponding

word at the lower-level must be filled with all zeros, which leads to removing the word.
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3.2.3 Bitmask Operations

When arrays are managed in the sparse mode, the computation to obtain the number of

one-bits, called population count, is required. In the literature, the algorithms [69, 70]

introduce the population count in a word, whereas a built-in function achieves the best

performance in practice.

Bitmask Operation

Spangle employs bitmasks to represent states of cells, valid or not. As cells are com-

pressed by removing null values, the population count is required [69, 70]. A succinct

data structure provides rank and select queries with minimized space close to the the-

oretic lower bound using bit-vectors. Formally, in a vector, V[0..n-1] of the length n

over an alphabet Σ of size σ,

rankc(V, i) returns the number of occurrences for symbol c in the prefix V[0..i-1].

selectc(V, i) returns the position of the i-th occurrence for symbol c in V.

In Spangle, we are interested in the zero and one representation, Σ =0,1 and σ=2.

For example, in the bit-vectors, 011011001, rank1(V, 5)=4 and select1(V, 2)=2.

The rankc(V, i) is implemented in population count, which counts the number of one

bits on a word (V).

There are several algorithms [71] to compute rank and select in constant time.

The previous research [72, 73, 74, 75] shows the rank and select are computed in

constant time, using o(n) bits more space. It first divides V into large blocks of length,

l=(logn)2. Again, the large block is divided into the small blocks of length, s=(log

n)/2. For the large block, we store L[i] = Rank1(V, i·l - 1) and S[i] = Rank1(V, i·s - 1)

- Ranki(V, (i - 1)·s - 1). Afterward, we build a P(x) table which stores the number of

ones in x of length s. We can compute the rank in constant time by adding the values

stored on those three tables. In practice, as CPUs support popcount, we do not need

the lookup table.

The RRR algorithm [76, 77, 78] can replace V with an entropy compressed repre-
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sentation without increasing the time bounds, used for sparse bit-vectors in practice.

It is implemented as follows. Bit-vectors splits the sequence into blocks, u, which is

(lgn)/2, and every block has a tuple (ci, oi). The ci represents a class, which corre-

sponds to its number of 1s, and oi represents the offset of the block. The class of ci

is the number of ones in the i-th block; for example, if i-th block is 101, the ci is 2.

The offset oi is the lexicographical rank among ci. In addition, there are three tables

defined as E, R, and S. Table E stores every combination of u bits, sorted by class,

and it is sorted by offset within each class. It stores all candidates for rank at every

position of each combination. Table R and S store the concatenation of all ci combi-

nations, using ⌈lg(u+1)⌉ bits per field, and oi combinations, using ⌈ lg
(
u
ci

)
⌉ bits per

field, respectively. This algorithm consumes nH0(V)+o(n) bits.

SD-array [79] follows Elias-Fano representation [80, 81]. Let S[i] is the select1(V,i)

and t = lg(n/m). The n is length of V, and m is the number of set bits. L[i] is the left-

most t bits of S[i], and P[i] is the S[i]/2t. We use H, which represents the unary codes

of P[i]-P[i-1], to reduce the space, and 2+⌊log(n/m)⌋ bits per element. The queries are

select(V, i)=(select1(H,i)+1-i)·2t + L[i] and rank(V,i) = linear search from 1+rankt(H,

select0(H, i)). For example, we divide the bit-vectors by five bits, which are 6, 8, 9, and

17 (00000, 01011, 00000, 00100, 00000, 00000, 00). In this example, H=01011001

and L=2011. We can retrieve select(3) = 9.

In Java, the function (java.lang.Long.bitCount()) is a native function,

which can be treated by the JVM as intrinsic and be interpreted with a single machine

code instruction. While arrays are processed, bitmasks are also transformed, which is

expensive to recreate auxiliary data structures. To minimize the cost, we employ the

native function to count the ones in bitmasks without any auxiliary data structures.

However, the population count over several words takes a longer time. For instance,

assuming that a word is 64-bits in sparse mode, accessing the 67th cell must compute

the population count of the first and second words. To reduce the processing time, we

propose a hybrid approach that combines sequential and random access.
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Sequential Access

The operators (e.g., Filter and Aggregator, described in Section 3.3), which read all

cells, have a sequential access pattern. Considering the pattern where cells are accessed

from the beginning (e.g., scanning all cells), Spangle simply counts set bits from the

previous position to the current position, called the delta count. That is, the number of

bits for the following position is the count of the current bits plus the delta count until

the next position, which avoids redundant computation.

Random Access

Few, but most frequently used operators have a random access pattern, such as sub-

array. In the sparse mode, Spangle counts the set bit to access a cell. To leverage the

performance of the population count, we use SIMD operations, which can accelerate

the counting in parallel with vectorization. Assuming that a computer supports AVX2

instructions, 256 bits (four words) can be computed in parallel. To use AVX2 in the

JVM, we employ JNI to call native libraries because the AVX2 instruction library is

called in the C language.

In addition, we employ a population count algorithm [82] to count the number of

ones over 64 words in constant time. It is important to determine the chunk size, which

is related to the algorithm and parallel processing. In our experiments, the appropriate

chunk size is approximately 4,096 (64 words) - 65,536 (1,024 words). In the case of

the chunk size larger than 64 words, we locate milestones that store population counts
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CSR Spangle

Space Complexity O(2E + N) O(E + N × N / W)

Time Complexity O(lg k) O(n / W)

Table 3.1: Comparison between CSR and Spangle

for every 64 words. As the SIMD operations are fast, however, the overhead of JNI is

incurred. Due to the overhead, we do not use it for the sequential access pattern.

3.2.4 Space and Time Complexity

Compressed sparse row (CSR) or compressed sparse column (CSC) format is widely

used to store the sparse matrix. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of two.

In detail, for the space complexity, the CSR format is O(2E + N) where N × N

matrix has the number of elements, E. The bitmask format in sparse mode is O(E + N

× N/W) where W is a word (e.g.., 64-bits). However, we focus on large-scale matri-

ces, and Spangle partitions matrices to process them in parallel. Section 3.5 shows that

a chunk (i.e., matrix) is effective around 128 - 256 (65,536), and we recommend the

chunk size is multiple of 64. In this case, the bitmask format can be smaller than the

CSR format, but if non-zero cells rarely exist, it wastes the space. Then, we suggested

super-sparse mode. The lookup time using hierarchical bitmask can be slow because

Spangle must access two bitmasks. However, depending on operation characteristics,

the data size affects the performance rather than computational time because of net-

work I/O. Thus, we optimize the performance by reducing the data size in memory

(e.g., the bitmask-matrix for PageRank) and data shuffling, described in Section 3.4.

With space complexity, a cost function to select a suitable mode is as follows. We

assume that a word is 64-bits. Theoretically, in terms of space complexity, the sparse

mode is desirable if

the number of valid cells+ ⌈the number of cells/64⌉ < the number of cells
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which is related to the compression ratio. However, this is not a strict rule because the

data skewness and the processing method for arrays affect the performance besides the

data size. We do not describe the in this paper by page limitation, but in our experiment

using uniform distribution datasets, the sparse mode is adequate in terms of both data

size and the processing time when the density is under 0.1. Likewise, when the density

is under 0.025, the super-sparse mode is effective.

In terms of time complexity for the data access (random access), CSR can be O(lg

k) time for column (binary search), where k is the number of non-zero elements of

the specified row. The time complexity of bitmask format is O(n/64), where n is the

number of cells. To overcome this overhead, we optimize the performance by using

bitwise operations. In Section 3.5, we evaluate the efficiency of bitmask-based calcu-

lation by an additional experimental result. We compared its performance with other

formats (COO, CSC).

3.3 Programming Interface

In order to process multi-dimensional arrays, Spangle offers declarative interfaces to

support high-level programming, which facilitates the implementation of both itera-

tive algorithms and interactive analysis. The array operators such as filter and subarray

are based on array algebra [83, 26, 28] and map algebra [84], which are adopted in

array-based or geospatial systems [11, 15, 67]. Based on these algebras, Spangle pro-

vides the following core operators: Subarray, Filter, Join, and Aggregator. In addition

to these operators, we add the matrix operators to support linear algebra on which ma-

chine learning strongly relies. Of the operators, Aggregator requires aggregation func-

tions, such as sum, min, and average, and Spangle provides an abstraction to create

user-defined functions. Internally, bitwise operations are performed while the opera-

tors process data. If the MaskRDD is used, bitwise operations are more critical. In this

section, we describe the process of operators with bitwise operations.
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3.3.1 Operators using Bitmasks

Subarray

Figure 3.4a shows the process of the MaskRDD for Subarray. It retrieves cells in the

rectangular sub-region of an input array with the given top-left and bottom-right co-

ordinates. If there is a MaskRDD, chunks are selected in the MaskRDD. Within the

given range, bits in the virtual bitmask of each chunk are set. Then, the bitwise-and

operation is executed between the virtual bitmask and the bitmask of each chunk.

Filter

It filters out all cells that are not satisfied with a given condition in a function. This

function, specified by users, returns true or false by examining every cell. If the

function evaluates a cell as false, Spangle treats the cell as invalid. Spangle sets bit-

vectors as false for a cell that shifts to invalid. Then, it computes bitwise-and operation

between both bitmasks in a MaskRDD and an ArrayRDD (i.e., a selected attribute),

similar to Subarray, as shown in Figure 3.4b.

Join

It joins two arrays based on dimensions. In Spangle, the operator takes two arrays as

inputs and returns a new array. The number of attributes in the new array is equal to the

total number of attributes between the two input arrays. The join operator has two sub-

operators: and-join and or-join. The and-join operator collects valid cells of the same

position in both two arrays, while or-join allows cells to be valid if either of the cells

is valid in the same position. In Figure 3.4c, if two input arrays use the MaskRDD, it

concatenates all ArrayRDDs and executes AND or OR between two MaskRDDs (i.e.,

MA and MB).
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Matrix Operators

Matrix operators are used for linear algebra, and one of the fundamental operations is

matrix multiplication. They use customized math operators, described in Section 3.4,

and library operators (i.e., Breeze). Figure 3.5 shows matrix multiplication using bit-

masks. The bitwise-and operation is performed between two bitmasks. Spangle ex-

tracts candidate elements from two matrices and multiplies them, but the multiplica-

tion is avoided if one of them is zero (null). This is more effective when one of the two

matrices is sparse.

The cost of matrix multiplication is relatively high because of the network over-

head in the map-reduce environment. Assuming that two matrices are partitioned using

the same method (e.g., hash or range partitioning), embarrassingly parallel matrix op-

erations, such as addition and subtraction, can be computed without data shuffling.

Matrix multiplication, however, shuffles chunks across partitions, and it joins two ma-

trices (i.e., ArrayRDDs) using ChunkIDs. Spangle follows a distributed matrix com-

putation process, similar to scatter and gather. It joins two ArrayRDDs by the row

ChunkID of a left ArrayRDD and the column ChunkID of a right ArrayRDD. After

the matrix computation is completed, Spangle collects corresponding chunks with the
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add operation to map the resulting chunk.

Spangle minimizes the overhead by an alternative data structure, either bitmask or

offset array, only for matrix computation. The offset array is similar to the coordinate

list format (i.e., COO) but represents multidimensional coordinates as one-dimensional

coordinates. The conversion from a bitmask to an offset array occurs only when the

size of the bitmask is larger than the size of the offset array. This conversion is only

applied to a static matrix that is hardly updated, for example, the matrix of training

data.

3.3.2 Aggregate Framework

Spangle provides Aggregator, a small framework for executing aggregate functions

(e.g., sum, avg, min). It receives dimension names, such as x-axis and y-axis names,

as parameters and summarizes an array into a value or values with given conditions.

That is, while aggregating an array, Spangle generates the new schema determined by

the given conditions.

The aggregate functions consist of four abstraction functions that users can spec-

ify: 1) creating specific states for each chunk and setting them to have a default value

(Initialize); 2) gathering values in chunks into states along the given dimensions (Accu-

mulate); 3) collecting all states of chunks and generating new states of the new schema

(Merge); and 4) evaluating the new states and returns the result (Evaluate).

Spangle also provides Accumulator that uses the abstraction functions of Aggre-

gator. Similar to Aggregator, it accumulates each value along with an axis direction or

user-defined directions. Users can run this operator in parallel in either a synchronous

or asynchronous manner. If there are cells involved in separate chunks in a direction,

the value of a previous cell must be computed with the next cell. This would be slow

since all chunks require synchronization in the chunk boundary at every step, and

the steps proceed one by one. In contrast, in an asynchronous manner, every chunk

computes its values internally and then synchronizes. It is only allowed when the ap-
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plication is insensitive to accuracy.

3.4 Machine Learning

The array model can easily express a matrix without any data conversion. A two-

dimensional array directly shifts to a matrix with the same dimensionality (i.e., row and

column). Spangle can seamlessly support statistical and machine learning algorithms,

as most of them strongly rely on linear algebra, elegantly expressed by matrices.

In this section, we describe the optimization and customized machine learning al-

gorithms in Spangle. To support linear algebra effectively, we focus on optimizing the

process of matrix operations, especially for matrix multiplication. In addition, we tailor

two popular machine learning algorithms, PageRank and stochastic gradient descent,

for Spangle.

3.4.1 Local Join for Matrix Multiplication

Internally, the matrix multiplication includes Join and Reduce operations provided

by Spark. The matrix multiplication consists of three stages: two Join stages and one

Reduce stage. While joining two RDDs, Spark writes them to disk prior to data shuf-

fling. If chunks with the same IDs of two matrices reside in the same partitions, Span-

gle can locally join them, avoiding the shuffling cost. Still, in our observation, sending

chunks that have equal IDs to the same partition splits stages and incurs disk I/O for

the shuffle read and write.

Spangle provides an RDD wrapper that combines three stages into one stage when

two matrices use the same partitioner, and two chunks that have equal IDs are in the

same partition. That is, if left and right matrices are partitioned by row IDs and column

IDs, respectively, Spangle does not shuffle them.
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3.4.2 Graph Representation and PageRank

A matrix can represent a graph, G = (V,E), as an adjacency matrix. The elements of

the matrix indicate whether pairs of vertices are adjacent. This matrix is efficient when

a graph is dense (i.e., |E| is close to |V |2). In Spangle, a chunk consists of a payload

and a bitmask, and we make use of the bitmask to represent the adjacency matrix.

Because a bit-vector only becomes zero or one, an adjacent matrix can represent an

unweighted graph, where the existence of an edge is stored as one bit rather than

eight bits (integer value). The weighted graph, however, is not directly represented as

a bitmask. We describe how to represent a PageRank graph using a bitmask in Spangle.

PageRank can be expressed as a direct and weighted graph. The weight of each

vertex is divided by the number of out-edges and propagated to the other connected

vertices. There are variants of PageRank; however, we use a basic algorithm in this

paper to clearly describe our architecture. We assume that rows are destination vertices,

and columns are source vertices. Because the propagated values in each column are

zero or specific equal values, we take the specific values out of the matrix and create a

vector (i.e., a one-dimensional array).

In specific, we use a power method, the equation of which is

pi = α
∑
j
(aij · pj) + (1− α)/n

where aij is the (i, j)-entry of the transition matrix, pj is the jth element of the vector,

and α is a damping factor. The transition matrix is derived from the connectivity ma-

trix. Let N be the total number of pages. The connectivity N×N matrix A is created by

defining the (i, j)-entry as

cij =


1, if there is a line from j to i.

0, otherwise.

To create the transition matrix from the connectivity matrix, the j column is divided

by the number of out-edges (wj), defined as

aij = cij · wj (3.1)
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where w is an N×1 vector. From PageRank and Equation (3.1), the following equation

is derived.

pi = α
∑
j
(aij · pj) + (1− α)/n = α

∑
j
(cij · wj · pj) + (1− α)/n

Thus, the original PageRank algorithm,

pk = αA · pk−1 + (1− α)/n

is equivalent to

pk = αA′ · (w ◦ pk−1) + (1− α)/n

where the symbol, ◦, is the element-wise product (Hadamard product). The transition

matrix A can be decomposed into a matrix A′ and vector w. In this decomposition,

the bitmask can represent the matrix A′, reducing the matrix size. We implement the

customized PageRank in Spangle using this equation and evaluate its performance in

Section 3.5.

3.4.3 Stochastic Gradient Descent

The gradient descent algorithm is one of the most well-known and straightforward

methods for solving convex optimization problems [85]. It can be reformulated as a

quadratic minimization problem (e.g., least squares error) to solve a system of linear

equations. It is an iterative algorithm that finds an optimal solution in convex and

differentiable functions.

Formally, given the minimizing a function f associated with the i-th observation

in the data set, the equation is as follows:

xt+1 = xt − θ
1

n
∑
i
∇fi(xt)

where x is updated for each step, t≥ 0. x0 starts at an arbitrary point, and it iteratively

moves in the direction ∆xt with step size θ. However, computing the gradient every

time for all training data is costly. Alternatively, the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
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is widely used to reduce the cost. It randomly selects a single training sample instead

of the whole. The SGD algorithm is expressed as

xt+1 = xt − θ∇fi(xt)

where i is randomly selected. For distributed computational architectures, especially

in the map-reduce framework, stochastic parallel algorithms have been actively stud-

ied [86, 87], and we adopt the idea of the parallel SGD algorithm [88]. Similarly, the

mini-batch gradient descent is also a common method that selects a few training sam-

ples, known for its fast convergence rate with statistical stability. In Spangle, users can

assign a parameter, α, to configure how many training samples are used for each step.

We present how to customize the SGD algorithm below.

Mapping Chunk IDs in Parallel

In raster data, Spangle first assigns chunk IDs to all cells, described in Section 3.1.3,

and then collects them to create chunks (map and reduce) in each partition. In the

SGD algorithm, we can minimize the overhead incurred by data shuffling. This is

possible because training samples are independent of each other. Figure 3.6 shows

how to assign them to training samples in parallel.

The M is a matrix based on training data, and y can be a feature or labeled vector.

A single row can be split by a specific interval (i.e., the chunk size) along with columns.

Given the number of partitions (nP), a partition ID (pID), and a row chunk ID (rID),

the equation for chunk ID (Cn) is described as follows:

Cn = nP · rID + pID (3.2)

The rID is initially zero and increases up to the number of chunks, derived from

the number of rows divided by the chunk interval in a partition. After this equation is

evaluated at the first chunk in each partition, such as C1 and Cm, generating chunk IDs

can be continued. The equation does not guarantee consecutive chunk IDs when pID
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Figure 3.6: Numbering chunk IDs

does not monotonically increase. Nevertheless, the equation is valid because Spangle

only requires a unique ID for a chunk.

To compute SGD in parallel, Spangle distributes chunks (e.g., hash partitioning)

over partitions. However, this causes the network overhead because a few reduce

step is required to evaluate xt+1. To minimize this overhead, every partition randomly

selects a couple of samples at each step using Equation (3.2) reversely. It searches

chunks in parallel, which ensures the linearly scalable performance, according to the

parallel SGD algorithm [88]. From the above equation, each partition can retrieve

chunks by evaluating the rID. This method is independent of partitioners, such as the

hash and range.

Customized SGD Algorithm

For simplicity, we consider a simple example that uses the gradient descent algorithm,

logistic regression. The logistic regression is a statistical model widely used for ana-

lyzing data, where one or more independent variables determine a dependent variable

classified as either zero or one. Suppose that the loss function is provided, the linear
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equation is

xt+1 = xt − θMT
t (h(Mt · xt)− yt)

where h(x) is a hypothesis such as a sigmoid, Mt is a partial matrix that consists of

randomly selected samples, and x and y are vectors. In this equation, transposing a

matrix is quite expensive, consuming O(n/p), where n is the number of cells, and p is

the number of executors. Before adapting the SGD algorithm to Spangle, we optimize

the above equation to

xt+1 = xt − θ((h(Mt · xt)− yt)
TMt)

T (3.3)

Because the vector size is significantly smaller than the matrix size in general, and the

vector is one-dimension (i.e., 1×n), Spangle does not need to transpose the physical

layout of the vector. Instead, it only replaces metadata (e.g., from 1×n to n×1).

3.5 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of Spangle using real datasets. Spangle was compared

with three systems, which can process raster data: SciSpark [6], RasterFrames1, and

SciDB [12]. Afterward, we compared five systems to evaluate the performance of ma-

trix operations: Spangle, SciDB, Spark (COO), MLlib (CSC), and SciSpark. Then,

we evaluated Spangle over two machine learning algorithms, PageRank and logistic

regression, using Spark built-in modules.

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

We ran our experiments on nine nodes, composed of one master node and eight slave

nodes. Each node has an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz (six cores with

hyperthreading), 32GB DDR4 RAM, and 2 TB 7200RPM HDD. In our environment,

we used Ubuntu with 4.4.0 Linux kernel version, OpenJDK 1.8.0 191 64bit, Hadoop
1https://rasterframes.io/
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Query Description

Q1

Aggregation

For all images in local coordinate space, compute the average

value of selected cells in a specific range. This query might simulate,

for example, finding the average, background noise in the raw imagery.

Q2

Regridding

In a specific range, regrid the raw data for the images.

Compute the average value of adjacent cells.

Gridding of the raw data values may be used for an interpolation function.

Q3

Aggregation

For the observation, select cells in a specific range.

Then, compute the average values that match a given condition.

Q4

Polygons

For the observations, select cells in a specific range, and filter

the cells that match a given condition. Compute the observations

whose values satisfy a given condition.

Q5

Density

For the observations, select cells in a specific range and

group the observations spatially into a specific range.

Find cells containing more than given observations.

Table 3.2: Queries for raster data processing

2.7.3, and Spark 2.3.3. We ran Spark from the master node in yarn-client mode, with

24 executors, 2 GB driver memory, 10 GB executor memory, and three threads per ex-

ecutor. We used 19.11 version and set SciDB as the default settings with 24 instances.

3.5.2 Raster Data Processing

Datasets

We used two different raster datasets: SDSS from astronomy surveys [65] and SeaW-

iFS L3 Chlorophyll, CHL [68]. As the SDSS website offers the images encoded in

the FITS file format [89], we converted them into a different data format that com-

parison systems can understand, such as NetCDF, CSV, and TIFF. Spangle can load

the NetCDF and CSV format, and we used NetCDF format in this experiment. Each
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scanline has observed five filters (broad bands), called u g r i z, with each consisting of

2048 by 1489 pixels basic units. CHL has three dimensions (longitude, latitude, and

time) and one attribute (chlorophyll). Each cell is an eight-day average of chlorophyll

of the earth with a resolution of 9 km × 9 km.

Query

Table 3.2 includes benchmark queries for raster data processing. We refer to a scien-

tific data processing benchmark [2], designed with collaboration from domain experts.

This benchmark consists of nine queries submitted on: recooking on the raw data,

observation data, and the observation groups.

Because SciSpark and RasterFrames do not execute all queries by using their pro-

vided APIs, we select five queries (i.e., Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6) and rewrite them to

fit into the systems. The Q2 extracts clusters from one image using a different thresh-

old. It requires a user-defined operator and is similar to the third and fifth queries,

which need a regridding or windowing function, but RasterFrames does not provide

either function. The Q7 finds those whose centers fall in a specified rectangle. It com-

putes the average of specific dimensions, but SciSpark does not provide it. The Q8

finds centers of observations in a group, and the Q9 finds a sequence of polygons in

the observation group. Both Q8 and Q9 need cross join for specific dimensions and

the average of specific dimensions. Especially, the Q9 requires an operator to convert

attributes to dimensions. SciSpark and RasterFrames do not support those operators.

All queries select cells in a specific area of interest to users, determined by a range

[X1, Y1] and [X2, Y2] such that X1 ≤ X2 and Y1 ≤ Y2. We measure the processing

time with actions such as count() since Spark evaluates map operations when calling

actions.
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Figure 3.7: Comparing raster data processing systems

Result

We first evaluate the performance of the systems for the raster data processing. Com-

paring Spangle with other systems, we consider their ability to process the benchmark

queries. To load NetCDF files, SciSpark first loads data in a dense format and then

splits them, which makes it difficult to hold large-scale arrays. If the size of an array

is too large, it can fail to load data before distribution. In addition, SciSpark supports

only a few APIs to process images (raster data). We implemented functions that pro-

cess benchmark queries based on APIs of SciSpark. Besides, we transformed data from

FITS to TIFF because RasterFrames understands the TIFF file format. We added an

extra dimension for images, where the results of the four systems were equal.

We implemented a method to load data in Spangle with Unidata libraries2. SciS-

park and RasterFrames cannot load all images. SciSpark manages data as dense, which

requires more memory than Spangle. RasterFrames can reduce data by compression

for sparse data, but it reads them in the master node and spreads them to workers.

Because of these limits and fair comparison, we used the maximum amount of data

commonly processed in our environment for four systems and excluded the data in-

gesting time.

Figure 3.7a shows the results of queries without a range query using 100 images,
2https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf-java/
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while Figure 3.7b includes a range query using 1,000 images. In this experiment, we

set the chunk size to 128×128×1. RasterFrames can support geometry operations with

geometry libraries; however, it often yields incorrect results. Because we do not en-

tirely trust the results of queries for that reason, we do not use only a range query to

compare the four systems in Figure 3.7a.

Figure 3.7a shows that Spangle achieves a great performance, except for Query 2.

Spangle effectively manages and processes sparse arrays without converting them into

dense arrays. It minimizes the network overhead incurred by the aggregation opera-

tion, as managing sparse data at the optimal size helps reduce the overhead. Similarly,

operations (e.g., windowing) that compute values with adjacent cells may lead to net-

work overhead, as those cells at the boundary are distributed across workers. Spangle

supports overlap, described in Section 3.1.1, which avoids data exchange for those

operations. We used this function for the second and fifth queries. As SciDB is im-

plemented from the scratch based on C++, we expected it to be the fastest. Because

SciDB pushes down queries, it can reduce disk I/O overhead. However, queries such

as Q2 and Q5, which require computations, are relatively slow.

In Query 2, Spangle is slower than RasterFrames. When loading data for regrid-

ding, RasterFrames must previously fit the chunk size into the target grid (e.g., 3×3).

This is not flexible for other operators but beneficial because it does not need to re-

shape the chunks. In contrast, Spangle can set the chunk size regardless of the target

grid. It reads a specific range of a chunk for the target grid, which incurs computa-

tion overhead for data access. In Figure 3.7b, Spangle outperforms SciSpark. SciSpark

manages sparse arrays as dense. It requires more memory and may incur overhead

when shuffling data.

In addition to the experiment using ten nodes, we employ 100 nodes to investigate

the performance and scalability. Each node has the 4 cores and 8GB RAM. In this

experiment, we run an executor in each node. Figure 3.8a shows that the trend of the

performance is similar in 10 nodes, but the relative performance gap between systems
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Figure 3.8: Comparing raster data processing systems in 100 nodes

is reduced. As we use more nodes, the parallelism and available resources increase,

but the network overhead can incur more. Figure 3.8b shows the relative speed based

on four nodes. In this experiment, we compare systems implemented based on Spark.

When we denote Tn as the processing time using n-node, the relative speed of 32 nodes

is T4 / T32. All systems cannot achieve ideal speedup. Compared with SciSpark and

RasterFrames, Spangle is more scalable and achieves a speedup by 1.25x (SciSpark)

and 1.15x (RasterFrames) at 100 nodes.

Next, we evaluate the data size and processing time with a sparse dataset between

the dense and sparse modes described in Section 3.2.2. Since the chunk size has an

impact on the performance, we varied it in this experiment. CHL stores the average

value every eight days. We fixed one at the time dimension and set the latitude and

longitude as the given length, w. That is, the chunk size is w×w×1, where w is varied

from 16 to 1000. To measure the processing time, including data access time, we used

Filter and Aggregator that access all valid cells.

Figure 3.9 shows that the processing time in dense and sparse modes. The naive

is the sparse mode that counts bits until a specific position that operates each time.

The dense is the dense mode that manages an array as dense, and accesses a cell in

constant time by using an array index, whenever the chunk size increases. The opt

indicates the optimal bitmask operations in the sparse mode, described in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.9: The processing time along with the chunk size
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Figure 3.10: Data size and density along with density

With the increasing chunk size, naive takes a substantial time, compared with others. It

reads the whole words for each position, which becomes the main factor in accessing

cells and degrades the performance. In contrast to dense, opt does not outperform but

shows the comparable performance. However, all methods do not achieve the best

performance if the chunk size becomes smaller. It seems that splitting a large array as

small chunks can have higher parallelism, but the scheduling overhead affects the total

processing time more than the parallel processing.

Figure 3.10a shows the data size in memory for each mode with increasing the

chunk size. The dense mode substantially increases along with the chunk size, but the

sparse mode maintains a relatively similar size regardless of the chunk size. In the

dense mode, it is necessary to store invalid cells in a payload, which increases the
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Figure 3.11: The performance using MaskRDD

data size. In both modes, with a small chunk size, the data size decreases. If a chunk is

empty, Spangle drops it, which leads to reducing memory space. However, as the prob-

ability of existing empty chunks decreases before 64, the number of chunks increases

accordingly. Overall, while the optimal chunk size varies with the data distribution and

density, the sparse mode has a significant contribution to reducing the data size. Fig-

ure 3.10b shows the relative speed of each query in Spangle. Overall, the data density

affects the query processing time, and when an array is getting sparse, the query pro-

cessing time decrease. If an array gets sparse, the number of valid data decreases, and

accordingly, the processing time is reduced.

Figure 3.11 shows the effect of the MaskRDD using the Q5 query. The x-axis is the

number of attributes. In this experiment, we used five bands u, g, r, i, and z as attributes.

When employing the MaskRDD, the changes are evaluated lazily. On the other hand,

without the MaskRDD, all changes are evaluated eagerly. That is, all masks in each

attribute are collected, and the AND operation is executed between bitmasks. When

using an attribute, the performance between the two is similar. However, by increasing

the number of attributes, the difference is distinguishable. With the MaskRDD, the

processing time increases linearly, but without the MaskRDD, it takes a significant

amount of time to evaluate all attributes. The MaskRDD consumes memory space, but

improves the performance when Spangle has attributes more than one attribute.
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Dataset Matrix Size Density Dataset Matrix Size Density

Covtype [90] 581K×54 0.218 VenturiLevel [91] 4M×4M 1.6e-19

Mouse [91] 45K×45K 0.014 Hugetric [91] 6M×6M 5.4e-7

Hardesty [91] 8M×8M 6.4e-7 Wb-edu [91] 10M×10M 5.8e-7

Mawi [91] 129M×129M 9.3e-9 Nlpkkt200 [91] 16M×16M 1.2e-6

(a) Matrix Datasets

Dataset Edge Vertex

Enron [92] 367K 36K

Epinions [92] 508K 75K

LiveJournal [92] 69M 4.9M

Twitter [93] 1,468M 61.6M

(b) Graph datasets3

Datasets
# of Rows

Feature
Training Test

URL reputation [90] 1.9M 479K 3.2M

KDD Cup 2010 [94] 8.4M 510K 20M

KDD Cup 2012 [94] 120M 30M 55M

(c) Logistic regression datasets

Table 3.3: Machine learning datasets

3.5.3 Machine Learning

Datasets

Table 3.3 shows the datasets used in this experiment. In Table 3.3a, we used relatively

sparse matrices for ML core operations and generated vectors that consist of random

values for matrix-vector multiplications. In Table 3.3c, we randomly split the datasets

80-20 to evaluate the test score for logistic regression.

Result

In this section, we compare the systems in ML core operations. Then, we evaluate

Spangle with built-in modules on Spark using PageRank and logistic regression.

ML algorithm core operations. To understand the performance of machine learning

algorithms, we first compared five systems which support linear algebra operations:

Spangle, SciDB, Spark (COO), MLlib (CSC), and SciSpark. These are variants of ma-
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Figure 3.12: Machine learning core operations

chine learning core operations, and we summarize them as follows: matrix-vector mul-

tiplications (M×V and VT×M) and transpose-self matrix multiplication (MT×M). We

exclude element-wise and scala-matrix operations because they incur embarrassingly

parallel workloads in the map-reduce environment. Most machine learning algorithms,

such as logistic regression and support vector machine, include M×V or VT×M. The

algorithms are often expressed as MT×M (e.g., principal component analysis).

Figure 3.12 shows the processing time for each system. The x mark indicates that

a system could not process an operation because it occurred out of memory error or

did not finish in bounded time. As the transpose operation is expensive, most systems

take a long time VT×M, compared with M×V. Spangle is not always the fastest, but

it achieves excellent performance and shows scalability. Especially, it can process the

multiplication for the large-size matrix (i.e., Mawi) by optimizing the local join and

the transpose operation for a vector, described in Section 3.4. The COO format can

process Hardesty, but it fails to process Mouse. The number of non-zero elements (i.e.,

density) affects the performance rather than the matrix size.

Most systems fail to compute MTM because the operation is too expensive, in-

cluding matrix transformation and matrix multiplication. As SciDB is the disk-based

database system, it takes a long processing time to process a huge matrix because it
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Figure 3.13: Matrix operations with increasing the matrix size

incurs disk I/Os for temporal data that do not fit in memory. In the Mawi datasets, it

did not complete in the bounded time.

In Figure 3.13, we evaluate the performance of matrix operation with increasing

the matrix size. Compared with other systems and formats, Spangle only supports

MTM in wb-edu (10M × 10M) and nlpkkt200 (16M × 16M). Other systems and

formats are suffered from the out of memory, and SciDB does not finish in bounded

time, similar to Figure 3.12.

In summary, the major factor of the performance in matrix operations is not only

computational algorithms but also the matrix size with density. As the volumes of

intermediate data generated during processing operations are enormous, the processing

of large-scale data should be considered.

PageRank. Without a built-in module (i.e., GraphX), we can implement PageRank

using Spark APIs [95]. Figure 3.14 shows the performance of PageRank for Spangle,

Spark, and GraphX. We ran 20 iterations and measured the processing time for both the

end-to-end and each step, and all RDDs were cached. To achieve the best performance

of Spangle, we apply the sparse mode to three datasets, Enron, Epinions, and Twitter,

and the super-sparse mode to Livejournal. Compared with the graph model, the matrix

may consume significant space, growing along with O(n2), where n is the number of
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Figure 3.14: The processing time in PageRank

vertices.

Owing to the partitioning strategy and sparse data management technique, Span-

gle shows a similar performance compared with two systems in relatively small data.

Spangle is slightly faster than Spark, and slower than GraphX in three datasets, namely,

Enron, Epinions, and Livejournal. In Twitter, however, Spangle achieves the best per-

formance. In contrast to Spangle, the time for each iteration of GraphX increases.

GraphX manages tripletRDD used to join the VertexRDD and EdgeRDD. Caching

the EdgeRDD (large-scale data) causes increasing data size along with iterations, and

GraphX occurs a shuffle to send a message from EdgeRDD to VertexRDD. During this

process, a new RDD is created to reduce the data size for this shuffling. If Spark spills

an RDD but needs to reuse it soon, it re-generates that RDD by lineage. This occurs at

every iteration, which leads to doubles in the processing time.

GraphX has two RDDs for graphs, VertexRDD and EdgeRDD. While GraphX pro-

ceeds graph computations, temporal results should send to VertexRDD, which occurs

data shuffling. To reduce data size for shuffling, a new RDD is created. EdgeRDD is

not used, and Spark spills cached data (i.e., EdgeRDD) by LRU because memory is

not enough to cache EdgeRDD. For the next step, EdgeRDD should be in memory,

which leads to re-generating overhead by lineage. That is, VertexRDD and EdgeRDD

are re-generated over time because one of them is spilled. Therefore, the processing
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Datasets
URL Reputation KDD CUP 2010 KDD CUP 2012

time (s) acc (%) time (s) acc (%) time (s) acc (%)

Spangle 193.7 94.26 32.9 86.62 1776.1 95.55

MLlib 185.6 94.21 - - - -

Table 3.4: The performance comparison using three datasets

time increases in each iteration by this re-generating overhead.

SGD algorithm. In this experiment, we compared Spangle and MLlib which is a

built-in module on Spark. Both systems are on Spark and provide the logistic regres-

sion function. In Spangle, we investigate and compare the performance by varying the

number of partitions, a parameter of the distributed SGD algorithm. For both systems,

variables for the algorithm, such as tolerance and step size, are equally set. The toler-

ance is 0.0001, and the step size is 0.6. We used two metrics, accuracy (in short, acc)

and training time, to evaluate the two systems. The accuracy denotes the percentage of

correct answers, and the training time does not include the data ingestion.

Table 3.4 shows the performance of Spangle and MLlib. We expected that two

systems could process all cases, but Spangle only completed. MLlib fails to ingest two

larger datasets, incurring out of heap memory. For this reason, we can only compare

the performance of the two systems using URL reputation. To fairly compare them, we

fixed the accuracy above 94.2% and measured the training time, as both two systems

can frequently obtain the accuracy in this dataset. This result shows that the customized

algorithm for Spangle is comparable. However, Spangle has the challenge of achieving

more precise accuracy, as we do not yet implement a highly optimized algorithm, such

as the Adagrad algorithm.

Figure 3.15a shows the relationship between the number of partitions and the pro-

cessing time. In this experiment, we used the URL reputation dataset. A small number

of partitions leads to low parallelism. Meanwhile, a large number of partitions incur

network overhead for the reduce operation. Figure 3.15b shows the performance of
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Figure 3.15: The processing time of logistic regression

Spangle using our optimization technique.

We investigate the two-step optimization introduced in Section 3.4.3. The opt1

is a customized equation (3.3). The opt2 is not to execute the transpose operation

for a vector but to replace the description, instead. Specifically, the opt1 optimization

reduces the computational cost. This decreases the processing time by 20%. Instead

of transposing a training set, the transposing vector, relatively small and transformed

for each iteration, has less overhead. The opt2 optimization avoids the computation

cost, as Spangle only replaces the description, not the physical layout. It improves the

performance of Spangle, by approximately 30%. Overall, this optimization enhances

the SGD algorithm and improves its performance by about 43%.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce Spangle, an array processing system that provides declar-

ative interfaces. It facilitates high-level programming for both iterative algorithms and

interactive analysis. This high-level programming system significantly increases the

productivity of data scientists, as it is easy to manipulate arrays without considering

the mechanisms involved. In addition, Spangle also supports machine learning. Most

of them rely on linear algebra, and Spangle effectively provides matrix operations. Our

experiments show that Spangle is a competitive system compared with existing ones. It
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can accelerate scientific analysis and enhance scalable array processing on Spark with

a massive amount of raster data. Furthermore, our optimization technique processing

can accelerate the creation of a more accurate machine learning model.
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Chapter 4

Advanced Database Techniques for Large-

Scale Arrays

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in analyzing scientific data generated by

observations and scientific experiments, such as satellite images. Scientists often need

a result from highly accurate and sophisticated analysis using diverse types and a high

volume of data. These data are generated by high precision and resolution sensors,

represented as multi-dimensional arrays (i.e., raster data). It is required to manage sci-

entific data by the appropriate model. At first, the relational data model was taken into

account for such needs, but it was soon verified that the array data model is appropriate

to manage scientific data [2].

Over the past few decades, much research has been done to develop query lan-

guages [30, 96, 97] and database management systems [11, 12] specialized in array

manipulation and analysis. One of the popular array database management systems

is SciDB [12], which stores data as multi-dimensional arrays and shows outstanding

performance on scientific workloads and complex analytics that use algebra computa-

tions. In order to manage an increasing volume and various types of scientific data, we

need advanced techniques. We describe the motivations for our work below.
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Selective Scan for Filter Operator. When SciDB processes a query with where

predicates, it uses filter operator internally to produce a result array that matches the

predicates. Most queries for scientific data analysis utilize spatial information. How-

ever, the filter operator of SciDB reads all data without considering features of array-

based DBMSs and spatial information. It unconditionally runs a full scan regardless of

most range queries written in AQL with where predicates, which is clearly inefficient.

Scalable Loader. Many scientific data are commonly stored in dedicated struc-

tured file formats such as Hierarchical Data Format version 5 (HDF5) [7] and Network

Common Data Form (NetCDF) [8]. Since those files contain metadata that includes

dimensions and attributes, it helps scientists interpret logical structures of data in dif-

ferent platforms, standing for portability. In addition, most of the scientific data have

dimensions or values represented by coordinates. The files consist of arrays where co-

ordinates close to each other can be physically represented to be close, which ensures

the locality of coordinate systems.

Scientific Database in Federation. If databases are not able to be interconnected

with each other, users themselves have to establish the connections and integrate data

in their application manually. In addition, to collect data in a single location, users

should carry out heavy work, which includes downloading and loading data. The work

is inefficient and inconvenient since it takes a significantly long time to load raw data

with those many cumbersome steps. Furthermore, users need a federated schema be-

fore federating databases [98, 99]. A federated schema is an integration of multiple

schemas. Unless schemas from multiple databases can be converted into a federated

schema, transforming data format or re-defining a federated schema is required when-

ever data need to be integrated. Thus, it is not easy to find a simple solution offering

a remedy for a complex query or analysis using distributed data in multiple databases.

To manage an increasing volume of data in various types effectively, data are often

organized in multiple databases, which can have different ownership and properties.

Data can be partitioned and distributed geographically in multiple databases across
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separate servers, considering their features and purposes of organizations.

In this chapter, we describe three techniques for query processing, data loading,

and federated databases to enhance scientific analysis. The main contributions are as

follows.

• We provide the new implementation of the Filter operator in order for SciDB to

accelerate the processing of selective queries. The new implementation avoids

full scans by leveraging range predicates and array indexes.

• We propose a new scalable approach, Scalable Loader for SciDB (SLS), which

accelerates data loading on SciDB. It streamlines the file format conversion pro-

cess and minimizes the loading cost by removing sort and data exchange steps.

• We implement SDF that facilitates the sharing and exchange of scientific data

and generates federated schemas in the query execution time to avoid overhead

due to different schemas. It is fully operational with fast connections between

separate SciDB clusters by two connection models.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describe the selec-

tive scan for the filter operator in SciDB. In Section 4.2, we describe the design and

implementation of our new loading method. In Section 4.3, we present the system

architecture and data flow of SDF. Subsequently, we explain implementation details

and system considerations. We evaluate our work using real datasets and compare the

performance in Section 4.4. Then, we summarize our work in Section 4.5.

4.1 Selective Scan for Filter Operator

SciDB provides arithmetic and logical operations via a language called Array Func-

tional Language (AFL) and an SQL-like language called Array Query Language (AQL).

When executing an AQL query, it is translated into an AFL query in the preparing

phase. While processing queries, chunks by which SciDB stores and manages each
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Operator Between Filter Lookup Slice Subarray Thin Scan

Full Scan Performed No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Table 4.1: Selection and scan operators

array are read. Chunk metadata, such as coordinates that represent chunk boundaries,

is saved in a chunk map table.

Table 4.1 compares six selection operators and a scan operator with respect to the

types of data access performed by SciDB. The three operators, Between, Slice, and

Subarray, take advantage of the coordinates of data chunks to read them selectively,

but the others (e.g., Filter operator) perform the full scan. Note that SciDB transforms

most AQL range queries with where clause into the filter operator. Such features are

commonly found in other array DBMSs as well. RasDaMan [11, 100], for example,

has the unit of storage and access called tile. RasDaMan Query Language (RasQL)

offers trimming to reduce the spatial domain and section to slice the dimensionality

from an array.

As described above, AQL queries are translated into AFL queries. If an AQL

query contains a where clause, it is internally converted to a filter operator which

filters out data based on where predicates. Precisely, the filter operator examines the

attributes and the coordinates of data. Then it produces an array with the same schema

of the input array that consists of cells that satisfy where predicates. Even for range

queries which can utilize indexes, filter operator naively executes full scans and checks

whether each cell is in the range or not, yielding poor performance regardless of the

range. In our approach, we utilize metadata which is array information such as start-

ing and ending coordinates, chunk length of each dimension, etc. By exploiting the

regularity of coordinates in arrays, each instance can easily identify which chunks are

relevant to an input range query. Thus, it avoids heavy full scans.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of windowing and how selective scans are processed.

There are four instances and nine chunks. Q represents a range query, and C2, C3, C5
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Figure 4.1: An example of windowing (In: n-th instance, Cn: n-th chunk)

Algorithm 2: The pseudo code of windowing
Data: chunks, boundary

Result: position

initialization;

if chunk is not null then

current position = chunk.getPosition();

if the chunk is not in a boundary then

chunk++;

position = current position;

and C6 are relevant chunks of Q. In the case of the current filter operator, all instances

fully scan the entire data (i.e., nine chunks) and examine the data read using query

predicates. This step contains redundant processes because the chunks, including data

requested by the query Q are relevant only to four chunks. However, using our ap-

proach, we can reduce the time to search data as well as irrelevant I/Os. For example,

the 4th instance does not need to read all chunks. SciDB only reads chunks (C2, C3,

C5, and C6) related to the query.

The pseudo code of windowing is in Algorithm 2. If boundaries of a query are

given (i.e., predicates contain boundary conditions), we bypass unrelated chunks of a

query and empty chunks.
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4.2 Scalable Loader

Data loading is a beginning step in the analytics process. SciDB loads data in a one-

dimensional array format, even though scientific data have a few dimensions, inad-

equate to compute linear operations and utilize the array model. In order to reshape

one-dimensional arrays to multi-dimensional arrays, data conversion is required. The

redimension() transforms arrays to an appropriate dimensionality. It is analogous to

both indexing and clustering, making data objects close to each other stored together.

Hence, as it is a core operator to ensure data locality, we call data loading the entire

process, containing the loading and redimensioning.

However, the data loading takes a significantly long time and causes extra over-

head. For example, scientists may need to quickly forecast the weather by analyzing

weather data over the past few days, but data loading takes many hours, even a few

days. Compared with the query processing time, the time is humongous, only taking

a few seconds or minutes. Specifically, one of our experiments shows that the entire

process takes about 151,300 seconds (about 42 hours) on MODIS RRS data. In addi-

tion, when a raw file format is not loaded into SciDB, the situation is even worse since

it incurs the additional cost to convert the file format.

In this section, we illustrate how the loading and redimensioning processes are

improved. Our new approach to data loading is called Scalable Loader for SciDB

(SLS), scalable by eliminating all-to-all exchange in the redimensioning stage. The

whole process of SLS is in Figure 4.2. We assume that the relevant schemas of one-

dimensional and n-dimensional arrays are already defined. That is, the metadata for a

one-dimensional or n-dimensional array is available, and we use this information to

optimize the loading process. We distribute data by Message Passing Interface (MPI)

in the loading stage and use a hash-aware approach. Since SciDB loader does not re-

gard how to partition data in redimensioning stage, it causes communication overhead.

The hash function is identical to the redimensioning stage. This approach minimizes

the overhead by avoiding all-to-all exchange, which leads to scalable data loading. In
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Figure 4.2: Data loading by SLS: (A) Loading stage, (B) Redimensioning stage

addition, we can reduce the loading time substantially by simplifying the conversion

process and modifying the distribution method. Especially, redimensioning, which oc-

cupies a significant portion of time in data loading, is optimized by removing sort

and redistribution. We implement a new redimension operator using a plug-in method,

user-defined operators.

Figure 4.3 shows overall steps, and we describe them in detail.
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Figure 4.3: The diagram of data loading process

4.2.1 Loading

Initially, because the raw data (i.e., HDF5) resides only in the master node, they should

be split and sent to corresponding instances for parallel loading. Before sending the

data, SLS reads HDF5 files with the metadata (i.e., properties of data) and converts

files into CSV format. Unlike vanilla SciDB, the conversion is pipelined. That is, SLS

transmits the CSV files to instances on the fly. It executes the process being cell-to-

slave mapping and calculates a hash value corresponding to each cell. The hash value

comes from a chunk ID and the number of instances determining the target instance

the data should reside. This computation is the same as the data distribution method

(i.e., hash) of SciDB.

After hashing, the master node can send data to the corresponding instances, con-

verting from HDF5 to CSV file format on the fly in an MPI packet. The MPI is a

de facto standard interface to assist in communicating among processes or machines.

Consequently, we can minimize I/O overhead and reduce the loading time. SciDB

instances receive those data (cells) and merge them into local CSV chunk files. In

this process, the cell-to-chunk mapping is executed following the array schema. This

mapping determines which cell is stored in a corresponding chunk file. The cells are

collected to each chunk file with a unique chunk ID, indicating the chunk sequence
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order.

SciDB explicitly examines whether all cells are sorted by the specified order during

redimensioning. To avoid sorting, which consumes the significant time, we execute the

inter-bucket sorting ahead of redimensioning. The inter-bucket sorting algorithm is in

Algorithm 3. To compute a unique chunk number, we first compute the bucket interval.

Since the major order is from the last dimension, the chunk number increases from the

last dimension to the first dimension. Afterward, SLS allocates each row to a file by

computing the chunk file number. As this computation is performed with receiving

data concurrently, SLS can minimize the overhead.

Algorithm 3: Inter-bucket sorting
Input : the number of dimension dim, coordinates coord, starting

coordinates s coord, ending coordinates e coord, chunk interval ci,

bucket interval bi, received data record

Output: chunk files cf

bi[dim]← 1;

for i← dim− 1 to 0 do

bi[i]← bi[i+1] × ((e coord[i + 1] - s coord[i + 1] + 1) / ci[i+1]) + 1);

while record ! = null do

k ← 0;

bn← 1;

for i← 1 to dim do

bn← bn + (coord[i] - s coord[i]) / ci[i] × bi[i];

cf [bn]← record;

The chunk files are read by increasing order with chunk ID and merged simulta-

neously. While merging them, SLS sorts cells in the chunk file internally using intra-

bucket sorting, described in Algorithm 4. This sorting re-organizes each chunk file.

By two sorting algorithms, we reduce the data loading time and bypass the sorting
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Algorithm 4: Intra-bucket sorting
Input : the number of dimension dim, coordinates coord, starting

coordinates of a chunk s chunk, chunk interval ci, index idx, data

record

Output: a sorted file sf

idx← 0;

interval← 1;

for i← dims to 0 do

idx← idx + interval × coord[i] - s chunk[i];

interval← interval × ci[i];

sf [idx]← record;

in the redimensioning stage, leading to improved data loading performance. After all,

SLS loads the sorted files to a one-dimensional array.

4.2.2 Redimensioning

The steps in the redimensioning stage are the same as vanilla SciDB except for sort

and redistribution (all-to-all exchange) steps, described in Section 2.3. Before SLS

loads data into SciDB, they are already distributed by hash and have sorted order.

There are no further sort and redistribution in the redimensioning stage. In addition,

as the redistribution is removed, the remaining step is to store a target array locally

and synchronize instances with each other. It makes the third step simpler because the

preparation for aggregating data is unnecessary.

In summary, the first step remains for converting an n-dimensional array to a one-

dimensional array with mapping attributes to corresponding coordinates. The third and

fourth steps still exist without preparation and redistribution of the data. SLS loads

data in parallel, which removes a barrier to scalability. It can minimize computation

and network overhead in data exchanges between instances.
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Figure 4.4: An example of database federation

4.3 Federated Database System for Scientific Data

Scientific data are often organized in multiple databases which can have different own-

ership and properties. Data can be partitioned and distributed geographically in multi-

ple databases across separate servers, considering their features and purposes of orga-

nizations. For instance, multiple sensors send their events or changes to their servers,

as Figure 4.4. These generated data may be separately stored and managed in different

databases. When scientists need to analyze such distributed data together, they should

be able to access multiple different databases simultaneously. Especially, if there is an

overlapping area observed by satellites with different spectral bands, analyzing these

data together can give more accurate and comprehensive understanding.

It is common practice that data are classified by their features or different purposes.

In addition, they are stored in separate databases by different sources and organizations

in order to manage data effectively (e.g., remote sensing with various bands over the

same range). However, to enable large-scale data analytics, queries often need to access

both local and remote databases. Basically, as data sharing or exchange with disparate

databases is infeasible, A DBMS supports integrating operations with minimizing the

overhead to access a remote database.

We adopt the principle of a federated database system to provide a view as a single
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database from multiple databases. We add a novel feature to SciDB, called SDF, Scien-

tific Database in Federation. By adopting the principle of a federated database system,

SDF abstracts away details about the process of combining and integrating databases,

which considerably appeals to scientists who need to pose sophisticated analytics but

do not have expertise in database systems.

SDF accepts the primary ownership of systems (i.e., autonomy) and gives a feder-

ated view as a single database from multiple databases. It can federate databases in the

same cluster or in physically separate clusters. Moreover, SDF preserves unique sys-

tem features including numerous analytics libraries while accessing remote databases.

The main advantage is the ability to combine data from multiple databases in a single

query statement and join separate databases together for complex analysis.

SDF is currently implemented in SciDB [12] by user-defined operators (UDO).

UDO is a plug-in provided by SciDB and helps SDF federate multiple databases with

relatively simple installation. It is aimed at using SciDB query languages (both AQL

and AFL) to allow SDF to access remote databases at the query level. Unlike Big-

DAWG [60], SDF is not a middleware solution to federate databases.

SDF has two benefits. First, it is convenient to access distributed data simultane-

ously. Users can federate databases by a single query. For example, suppose in the

example given below, cloud is a local array and seawifs is in a remote database,

the following query (the running example in this paper)

join(cloud, connector(‘remote’, ‘seawifs’))

is able to be processed. The sub-query, connector, enables a local SciDB to access

remote databases, described in Section 4.3.1. Also, to establish a connection, SDF

uses a synonym table. Once the name of a remote database is registered (remote in the

running example), its information is provided for easy use.

Second, scientific data analysis may often need a specific range of an array or an

aggregated result rather than an entire array. As a method that SDF employs to federate

databases is to pose a remote query to a remote cluster, a remote cluster can send back
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a foreign array. The foreign array is referred to as a result array of a remote query

processed by a remote SciDB. It is useful when the target array size is huge, but the

foreign array size is small. In addition to those two benefits, SDF can give a scalable

database view since the abstraction of federated query processing makes it unnecessary

to modify a system engine every time databases are newly federated.

4.3.1 Operator Syntax

In order to federate databases, SDF provides four operators. We define operators of

SDF in AFL, and the syntaxes are as follows:

createlink statement ::= CreateLink(DB name, IP address, port number);

showlink statement ::= ShowLink();

deletelink statement ::= DeleteLink(DB name);

connector statement ::= Connector(DB name, array | query);

As is described in Section 2.3, AQL queries are compiled into AFL, and these opera-

tors can be used in an AQL FROM clause as well as in a nested query. CreateLink saves

information of remote databases using PostgreSQL. An IP address is used to connect a

remote SciDB, and a port number is used to specify a target database. ShowLink lists

the information of remote databases, and Deletelink removes information of a remote

database.

Connector is a key operator of SDF. It may be involved in a federated query to

send a remote query and access to a remote SciDB. The connector operator accepts

two parameters, a remote database name and either an array name or a query named

remote query. If the second parameter is an array name, it retrieves an array in a remote

database. Otherwise, a local SciDB poses a query in a remote SciDB.
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Figure 4.5: Processing sequence to process a federated query.

4.3.2 Federated Query Processing

SDF federates multiple databases by decomposing a federated query into sub-queries

and posing a remote query to a remote SciDB. The federated query is referred to as

a query which accesses separate databases. This federated query follows the regular

query processing. When posing a query to a local SciDB, users utilize array informa-

tion such as array and attribute names. Similarly, to pose a federated query, remote

array information with a name which indicates a target remote SciDB is used. In ad-

dition, users need not create a federated schema in advance for federated query pro-

cessing because SDF generates a federated schema by receiving schemas from remote

databases in the query execution time.

There are a few steps for message exchange to process a federated query. To access

a remote database, a local SciDB must create a link to a remote SciDB. As an IP

address is required to establish a connection to a remote SciDB, and databases are

distinguished by port numbers, any user who attempts to access other databases should

obtain them in advance. SDF provides an alias (i.e., a database name) to retrieve the

information from PostgreSQL where SciDB stores its metadata.

When the connection is established, a local SciDB can access a remote database.

Since the local SciDB does not have a federated schema, it requests a foreign array

schema. Based on this, a federated schema is generated in the query execution time.

Then, the local SciDB submits a remote query to a remote SciDB as Figure 4.5. After

receiving a foreign array entirely, the local SciDB sends a message to inform that the

whole process has been completely executed. In the end, the connection between a
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local SciDB and remote SciDB is closed.

4.3.3 System Architecture

The query processor of SciDB decomposes a federated query into sub-queries. In our

running example, the query is decomposed into join and connector. The connector

operator, described in Section 4.3.1, sends a query to a remote SciDB. This connector

operator uses SDF modules. The architecture of SDF is in Figure 4.6, and we describe

its modules as follows.

Modules

SDF has seven modules to process a federated query, implemented by user-defined

operators (UDO). As is described in Section 2.3, it is useful to add new algorithms

or operations to SciDB using UDO. Compared with developing a new feature in a

database engine, installation of UDO does not require re-building SciDB.

Address Manager manages information of remote databases such as IP addresses

and port numbers. The information is stored in PostgreSQL because it is more suitable

for frequent inserts and updates than SciDB. A SciDB cluster consists of several SciDB

instances, but only the master instance has this module.

Connector establishes a connection between local and remote SciDB clusters. The

connection should be maintained until the transmission of a foreign array is complete.

Executor sends a query to a remote SciDB via Connector. If an array does not

exist or the syntax of a remote query is incorrect, the remote SciDB returns error

messages. Otherwise, the query is processed, and the remote SciDB returns a schema

and a foreign array. While Executor submits a remote query, additional parameters

informing a query type (requesting either a schema or an array) piggyback on the

query. If an array is requested, the query brings parameters such as an instance ID and

the number of instances.
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Figure 4.6: SDF architecture: local and remote SciDB clusters are connected for feder-

ated query processing. A SciDB can be connected using an IP address, and a database

is distinguished by its unique port number. Only a master node has a (1) module. The

(2) modules are in a master or all SciDB instances depending on the connection model.

The (3) module should be in a remote SciDB. A local SciDB also should have it, if

local databases need to be federated.

Schema Manager receives the schema of a foreign array from a remote SciDB,

which makes it unnecessary to define a federated schema in advance. Especially, the

schema of an original array can be transformed if a query (e.g., aggregate) creates a

new array different from an original array. The schema is used to create a virtual array

in a local SciDB.

Receiver receives a foreign array from a remote database. The transmission unit

can be either a cell or a chunk, described in Section 4.3.5.

Merger produces a virtual array using a schema from Schema Manager and an

array from Receiver. While receiving a foreign array, Receiver directly passes received

chunks to Merger to create a virtual array in a local database.

Transmitter sends a schema and a foreign array to a local SciDB. A local SciDB

can also use Transmitter when sharing arrays between local databases. In a cluster-to-

master model described in Section 4.3.4, Transmitter filters out cells and sends sub-
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arrays of a foreign array to instances, using instance IDs. It should obtain the schema

of a foreign array ahead of the filtering.

4.3.4 Connection Model

Since SciDB runs in a cluster environment, establishing a connection between clus-

ters should be provided. SDF provides two connection models, master-to-master and

cluster-to-master, for shared-nothing architecture. A cluster-to-master model has a

more complicated process but better performance than a master-to-master model.

Master-to-Master

Separate clusters can have inequivalent slaves. The number of slaves leads to differ-

ent data partitioning. To federate databases, a local cluster should be aware of where

remote data have resided. By providing two connection models, master-to-master and

cluster-to-master, SDF can federate multiple databases regardless of the number of

slaves. Especially, in the cluster-to-master model, a query is converted to multiple lo-

calized sub-queries. This conversion leverages the query performance of aggregation

queries. In addition, we designed SDF to federate databases with several factors such

as query processing, the transmission unit, and query performance.

A master-to-master model is a simple model. A master of a local SciDB connects

with a master of a remote SciDB. As all modules are in a local master, a local master

sends a remote query to a remote master and receives a foreign array alone. The master

also maps a foreign array to a virtual array and distributes the corresponding instance

ID. A federated query can be processed without setting the equivalent number of in-

stances of federated SciDB clusters because the connection is established between two

masters.

Algorithm 5 shows how Receiver works. It uses iterators to receive chunks and

maps a foreign array into a virtual array by iteration. Unless an array fits in memory, it

is temporarily written on disk to avoid OS swapping. The writes may cause the degrad-
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Algorithm 5: Receiver
Data: An foreign array, A virtual array

Result: A virtual array

initialize(virtual array, schema);

foreign iterator = foreign array.getiterator();

virtual iterator = virtual array.getiterator();

while foreign Iterator != EOF do

Merger(virtual iterator, foreign iterator);

virtual iterator++;

foreign iterator++;

return virtual array;

ing performance of query processing. However, although this I/O can be overhead, it

is almost overlapped with the receiving process. During the process, SDF calls Merger

to merge received chunks in a pipeline.

The local master distributes the virtual array to all local SciDB instances using

hash. The equations (A) and (B) in Section 2.3 are used to distribute the array. Ac-

cording to the equations, the hash function requires an array schema and the number

of instances. Since a local master has metadata and an array schema, it can assign a

chunk to a SciDB instance using a hash value. However, this model causes extra over-

head compared with a cluster-to-master model since foreign arrays are indirectly sent

to all instances.

Cluster-to-Master

In contrast to the master-to-master model, a cluster-to-master model can directly send

sub-arrays of a foreign array to local instances as Figure 4.7. This model also does not

require the identical number of instances between local and remote SciDB clusters.

In order to process a federated query, Address Manager retrieves the information to
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Figure 4.7: Data flow of the cluster-to-master model. This model does not require

the identical number of instances between SciDB clusters. A remote master directly

distributes a foreign array to local instances.

connect a remote SciDB and its database, the same as the process of master-to-master

model. Afterward, it broadcasts the information to local SciDB instances. When they

receive it, Connector connects all instances to a remote master. The instances transform

the query into localized sub-queries and pose them to a remote master. Internally, the

number of instances and each instance ID piggyback on a localized query.

In a remote SciDB, while queries are processed, Transmitter prepares sub-arrays

to send them to corresponding instances. It utilizes a foreign array schema to calculate

the hash value which determines the target instance of each chunk. The role of this

module is more critical when an aggregate query is processed. With the query, the

schema may be re-created, which leads to changing not only hash values but also a

subset of cells. This subset is used to create a sub-array for a corresponding instance.

If the value is computed from an initial schema, the result must be incorrect.
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Algorithm 6: Transmitter
Data: A foreign array, the number of instances, instance ID

Result: A chunk

while foreign array.iterator != EOF do

chunkID= hash(foreign array.chunk);

I ID = chunkID % the number of instances;

if I ID == instance ID then

return foreign array.chunk;

foreign array.iterator++;

For example, a cell with the coordinates {1, 1, 10} is converted to {1, 1} by a

group-by clause of an aggregate query. Assuming that the first ID derived from hash

value using {1, 1, 10} is four, it is used to create a sub-array for the instance whose

ID is four. However, if {1, 1} is used, the ID is one, and the cell must place on the

sub-array for the local SciDB instance, whose ID is one. Thus, Transmitter sifts cells

to send data to target instances correctly.

Algorithm 6 shows the filtering process of chunks for local SciDB instances. Trans-

mitter computes a chunk ID and I ID using hash and modular calculation, the same

as the equations (A) and (B) described in Section 2.3. If I ID is equal to the instance

ID, Transmitter sends the chunk to a target instance, bypassing irrelevant chunks. The

receiving process is the same process in the master-to-master model, but it is operated

concurrently in every instance.

4.3.5 System Considerations

While designing SDF, we consider several system factors for federated query pro-

cessing. In this section, we describe the query processing, the transmission unit, and

query performance including the query plan and the relationship between disk I/O and

network bandwidth.
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Query Processing

There are two considerations for query processing. First, it may be considered over-

head if a local SciDB receives a foreign array to create a virtual array in order to treat

it as a local array. However, this work caches the array which is reused soon. It mini-

mizes the overhead as well as enables an initial query processing mechanism in a local

SciDB after a remote array is sent to it.

Second, instead of accessing remote databases directly, a local SciDB receives the

foreign array from a remote SciDB. This design has two reasons. Suppose a local

SciDB accesses a remote database bypassing remote SciDB instances, especially the

master. In that case, it may have the authority to control a remote database, which

can disturb query processing and even scheduling in a remote SciDB. That is, the au-

tonomy between the two systems is not compromised. Moreover, the local instances

should maintain the metadata of remote databases (e.g., the location where a corre-

sponding array exists). It is not transparent to integrate databases, and complicated

operations are needed such as searching a SciDB instance that has a specific part of an

array and ordering data sequence, which may incur the additional cost.

Transmission Unit

The unit for data transmission affects the query performance. There exist two units to

transmit arrays: cell or chunk. A chunk is a group of cells, described in Section 2.3. If

a local SciDB receives a foreign array by a chunk instead of a cell, it yields better per-

formance. While receiving a foreign array, a local SciDB executes copy operations to

create a virtual array in memory. If the unit is a cell, the operation should be performed

with cell by cell, which causes extraneous overhead compared with chunk by chunk.

Query Performance

It is possible to cause overhead depending on query plans and the relationship between

network bandwidth and I/O throughput. First, to optimize the query performance, fed-
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Figure 4.8: Query plans for query performance.

erated query plans need to be considered. Figure 4.8 describes an example of query

plans. The join query for array2 and array3, stored in a database B, is possible to be

performed in either a database A or database B. Even though the result of the query is

the same, the performance can be different. For instance, because of network overhead,

a query (e.g., aggregate query) which reduces the size of a foreign array can improve

the performance rather than receiving the whole arrays and then processing the query.

Second, given that an array is sent to a local SciDB, network bandwidth is fully

used to support transmission throughput. Meanwhile, most disk-based database sys-

tems may have suffered from disk I/Os, considered a bottleneck in processing a query.

Because of these reasons, we consider the relationship between disk I/O and network

bandwidth.

Assuming that the query is read-only, and each instance is allocated on a disk (to

maximize the disk throughput) whose throughput is the same, disk I/O becomes a

bottleneck if

N × T < B

where N is the number of instances, T is the throughput of disk, and B is network

bandwidth. We evaluate and describe the relationship in Section 4.4.3 in more detail.
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4.4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the three database techniques: selective scan for filter op-

erator, SLS, and SDF. We investigate and analyze the overall query processing perfor-

mance, comparing vanilla SciDB with proposed techniques.

Experimental Environment

For the experiment, we used ten nodes on an Intel i7-4770 3.40GHz CPU, 8GB DDR3

1600MHz RAM, 128GB SSD and 1TB 7200RPM HDD connecting to 1Gbps network

switch. They run Ubuntu 14.04.2 with Linux kernel 3.13 and the installed version of

SciDB is 14.12.0.8739, where a vanilla SciDB and our modified SLS concurrently

reside. We used MPICH2 3.0.4 as an implementation of MPI. Each node has a SciDB

instance. To evaluate the federated database system, the experiment was conducted on

ten nodes, five nodes for a local SciDB cluster and the other five nodes for a remote

SciDB cluster.

Data used for experiments were two different types: MODIS SeaWiFS and MODIS

remote-sensing reflectance (in short, RRS). We used SeaWiFS L3 Chlorophyll (CHL)

data provided by NASA (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center). As a collection of

the earth images of the satellite SeaStar, the data have three dimensions (longitude,

latitude, time) and values measured at each unit (chlorophyll). Each cell is an 8-day

average of chlorophyll of the earth with a resolution of 9km x 9km. A single HDF5

file consists of these values per one 8-day period, modeled as a dataset having two

dimensions (longitude and latitude, 4,320 x 2,160).

Each chunk has 1 million cells, and the chunk size of a one-dimensional array is a

million rows. In the three dimensional array, the chunk size is 1000 (longitude) x 1000

(latitude) x 1 (time). The total number of chunks in a database is 8,115. The number

of cells is 5,048,179,200. MODIS RRS has a higher resolution (4km x 4km and 8,640

x 4,320) than SeaWiFS but measures different experimental values known as remote-
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SELECT ∗ FROM CHL

Query 1 WHERE longitude ≤ 1000 AND latitude ≤ 1000 AND

time = 1997241 (0.18% of whole cells)

SELECT ∗ FROM CHL

Query 2 WHERE longitude ≥ 500 AND longitude ≤ 1500 AND latitude ≥ 500

AND latitude ≤ 1500 AND time ≤ 2000365 AND chl > 0 (0.57% of whole cells)

Query 3 SELECT ∗ FROM CHL WHERE chl > 0.001

Query 4
SELECT ∗ FROM CHL

WHERE longitude ≥ 4000 AND latitude ≤ 500 (1.71% of whole cells)

SELECT ∗ FROM CHL

Query 5 WHERE longitude ≥ 500 AND longitude ≤ 1500 AND

time < 1998365 (2.65% of whole cells)

Query 6
SELECT ∗ FROM CHL

WHERE time ≥ 2009001 AND chl > 0.1 (8.5% of whole cells)

Table 4.2: Representative Queries

sensing reflectance. Similar to SeaWiFS, the experimental data are stored in HDF5

format. The number of files in total is 545, and the number of cells is 20,342,016,000.

4.4.1 Selective Scan for Filter Operator

We ran six queries, as shown in Table 4.2, and measured the elapsed time, amounts of

I/O, and network traffic. These queries represent range searches based on a different

combination of attributes and coordinates. Query 1, 4, and 5 include a predicate based

only on coordinates. Query 3 includes a predicate based only on attribute chl. Query 2

and 6 include a predicate combined with dimensions and an attribute. Figure 4.9 indi-

cates amounts of I/O and network traffic in all nodes when processing Query 1. Slave
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Figure 4.10: The elapsed time for processing queries

nodes send data to the master node, and this result is in Figure 4.9a. Figure 4.9b shows

amounts of I/O and network traffic comparing the current filter operator to windowing.

Results are distinguished whether data are satisfied with the condition of queries. In

windowing, an instance with relevant data only occurs the data read and communica-

tions.

Figure 4.10 shows the elapsed time for processing six queries. The overall perfor-

mance improved for all queries, except for Query 3. Especially, the elapsed time of

Query 1 is reduced by 96%. The number of corresponding chunks for the condition

varies by data selectivity. However, suppose a query includes predicates that do not

use spatial information (coordinates), such as Query 3. The performance is hardly im-
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between vanilla and SLS, with CHL

proved, and even worse because windowing consumes much time for computing the

query boundaries.

4.4.2 Scalable Loader

We evaluate SLS compared to vanilla SciDB concerning loading and redimension-

ing time. Especially in redimensioning stage, we break down steps to analyze more

detail. In addition, as increasing data size, we measured the processing time of data

loading and observed the performance trend. After that, we evaluated scalability while

increasing the number of nodes.

Loading and Redimensioning

Figure 4.11 shows the processing time of data loading. SLS reduces the entire loading

time by about 60%. There are two reasons. First, SLS reduces the processing time

because we remove redundant I/O overhead to make temporal files. Specifically, in

vanilla SciDB, since the master node makes temporal files (e.g., TXT file format)

by itself, all slaves should wait until files are created, which delays the loading step.

However, in SLS, the temporal files are skipped to be stored, and files for loading to
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between vanilla and SLS, with RRS

SciDB are sent on the fly from the master node to slave nodes (distributing workload).

Second, we use MPI instead of SSH. MPI has a higher speed than SSH and can

make the master node send data directly to slave nodes, related to minimizing I/O

overhead. As files are distributed with data conversion, the I/O is not incurred to make

intermediate files.

In redimensioning stage, the data are sorted before loading, which contributes to

bypassing the sorting. Likewise, the redistribution step is removed since the master

node already distributes data to the instances where data eventually should arrive. The

processing time of the preparation step (step 3) also is removed because preparation

work for the redistribution process is not required. Data synchronization only remained

(step 4). As a result, the loading and redimensioning times are reduced compared to

vanilla SciDB by optimizing and removing redundant steps.

Moreover, we used RRS data, larger than CHL, to measure its performance. Fig-

ure 4.12 shows the loading and redimensioning time for the RRS data. Reducing the

redimensioning time as well as the loading time, we achieve the performance of data

loading remarkably. SLS achieves the performance improvement by reducing 65% of

the entire loading time. Compared to the CHL, there is an opposite result that the redi-
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mensioning time takes longer than the loading time. It implies that the redimensioning

cost is more expensive because of sorting and re-distributing data when the data vol-

ume is enormous. Our approach streamlines the redimensioning stages by removing

or reducing those expensive parts.

Data Size

Since the scientific data is huge and SciDB is for handling massive data, we evaluate

the performance with the data size. We vary the data size to observe the processing

time trend along with the size to show the benefit of our approach. In this experiment,

we use CHL data, and the number of files increases to vary the data size.

Figure 4.13 shows the processing time with respect to the whole process with dif-

ferent data sizes. Both increase linearly, but they have various aspects of the perfor-

mance. Compared to vanilla SciDB, SLS achieves about 60 - 65% of the processing

time because we subtract and simplify the processes, and thus essential steps remain.

Based on this, we conclude that our approach is appropriate for larger data.

Scalability

As SciDB has shared-nothing architecture, scalability is crucial for the system. By

minimizing the number of shared data or interferences, systems can handle an amount
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of data simultaneously. If each node can run without synchronization, the system can

process loading in parallel, minimizing idle time. Unless all instances are dependent on

each other, adding an extra node also enhances the scalability. To evaluate scalability,

we increased the number of nodes and measured the elapsed time of data loading. We

use CHL, and the number of nodes increases by 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10.

Figure 4.14 shows the scalability of SLS and vanilla SciDB. The x-axis is the

number of nodes (instances), and the y-axis is the amount of data size divided by

elapsed time (i.e., data processing rate). SLS is more scalable than vanilla SciDB. SLS

removes the all-to-all exchange in redimensioning, related to the communication cost.

However, when the number of nodes is eight, the graph does not grow linearly. The

system should synchronize all nodes in the last step. The synchronization consumes

significant time and hinders the performance improvement even though distributing

workload reduces the whole processing time. The gradient of the graph means the

amount of processed data per second dealt with by each node. As the SLS gradient

average is higher than that of vanilla SciDB, the data processing of each node is fast.

4.4.3 Federated Database System for Scientific Data

In order to evaluate SDF and its connection models, we used five AFL queries: scan,

aggregate, store, join, and merge. Scan and aggregate queries are used to analyze
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Query Scan Aggregate

Vanilla SciDB 467 6,192

SDF 413 3,380

Table 4.3: The processing time (second) of scan and aggregate queries.

the query performance. We used these two queries as representative queries, using

the streaming and materializing operators, respectively. The streaming operator does

not need to load the entire array in memory at once, but the materializing operator

processes the array after materializing it in memory. The store query stores a foreign

array in storage. The join and merge queries access and concatenate two arrays that

we mainly used for federated queries. A join query concatenates attributes by each

dimension, but a merge query concatenates dimensions in two arrays. Without SDF,

two queries are infeasible to be processed if two arrays are stored in separate databases.

In addition to those queries, we used a query, between, to read an array selectively. We

did not mainly use this query to evaluate SDF, but we show that SDF can process

combination queries.

Vanilla SciDB vs. SDF

Since the vanilla SciDB does not support federated queries, we used two queries, scan

and aggregate, that access only a database. A scan query reads CHL array, and an

aggregate query computes an average of chlorophyll over the period using CHL and

groups the result by longitude and latitude. In this evaluation, we used the cluster-to-

master model of SDF.

Table 4.3 shows the query processing time of SDF and the vanilla SciDB in the 1G

switch. SDF is slightly faster than the vanilla SciDB using the scan query. In the vanilla

SciDB, once a query is posed to a remote SciDB, its master sends a foreign array to a

local SciDB master. On the other hand, in SDF, the remote SciDB master distributes
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Figure 4.15: Comparing SDF with a SciDB loader using raw data (opaque and HDF5)

in terms of the loading time.

sub-arrays of a foreign array to every local SciDB instance. The local SciDB instances

pose a local federated query, which can process concurrently in the remote SciDB. As

a result, SDF reduces the query processing time compared with the vanilla SciDB.

Meanwhile, SDF achieves the 1.8x speedup on the aggregate query. Network over-

head for sending a foreign array rarely affects the processing time because aggregation

reduces the data size (by this query, the size is 0.2% of the original data size). Rather,

loading the entire array into memory and aggregating computation affect its perfor-

mance, accounting for the most query processing time. These are processed concur-

rently in a remote SciDB, which improves the query performance.

Compared with the vanilla SciDB, SDF needs one more step, converting a foreign

array to a virtual array. As the query processing is done in a remote SciDB, a foreign

array is sent to a local SciDB and mapped into a virtual array in a local SciDB. Despite

the additional step, its overhead is minimized by caching effects because the virtual

array may be reused shortly after by a combination query. In our experiment, all SciDB

instances read and send them to master to display the result.

Next, we compare two systems in terms of data loading. Since loading cost is

expensive, it is the main bottleneck prior to data analytics. In this experiment, we

loaded raw data into a multi-dimensional array using opaque and HDF5 format, the
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raw data of CHL and RRS443. The opaque format is the fastest format to save an array

into disk or load from disk. However, it is not well portable because other databases

must have their schema in advance. This format is usually employed for data backup.

To load raw data (i.e., HDF5), it should be converted to loadable formats (e.g.,

CSV) that are general purpose. The loader distributes data to SciDB instances and

loads them in parallel. Since the loaded form is a one-dimensional array, it is required

to be transformed to an n-dimensional array. We used the redimension query to reshape

data. By this conversion, the data close to each other can be closed physically. The

data loading time is the elapsed time of all processes (e.g., from HDF5 files to a three-

dimension array). We do not include the extra time of both data formats into the loading

time, such as transferring or downloading raw data, since it may be different under data

sources. In the case of SDF, a source array is in a remote SciDB.

Figure 4.15 shows the loading time of SDF and SciDB loader using opaque and

HDF5 formats. SDF significantly reduces the data loading time compared with the

HDF5 format, even though the time to transfer or download data for SciDB loader is

not counted. With CHL and RRS443, the SciDB loader is 50x and 100x slower than

SDF, respectively. While data are loaded, the I/O and network overhead are inevitable.

However, using SDF, the overhead can be avoidable by removing a few steps including

data conversion (e.g., from raw data to loadable format).

Moreover, all-to-all communication is needed for redimensioning to exchange data,

which is extreme overhead but is not required in SDF. On the other hand, using the

opaque format, SDF is slightly slower than SciDB loader. Since SciDB strictly under-

stands the format as a loaded array format, and SDF includes data transmission, this

format is the fastest to load. However, to use this format, a database should obtain an

array schema ahead of data loading because it is not loadable without the correspond-

ing schema or information. It implies that SDF may be regarded as an alternative for

data loading once raw data have been loaded into other databases.
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Figure 4.16: Break-down of the processing time.

- Receive: receiving a foreign array from remote SciDB.

- Distribute: a local master distributes sub-arrays to local slave instances.

- Display: a local master displays a foreign array.

Connection Model and Query Plan

We analyze the query processing using various queries while evaluating the perfor-

mance of connection models, namely master-to-master (in short, MtM) and cluster-to-

master (in short, CtM). Except for a scan query, other queries are evaluated by using

different query plans, but the results are the same.

Scan Query. To study in-depth, we investigate the relationship between the through-

put of disk I/O and network bandwidth, using HDD and SSD with both 1G and 10G

switches, respectively. Figure 4.16 shows the performance of SDF with two models in

the break-down of the query processing time. Since CtM avoids distributing data, its

processing time is about 2x faster than that of MtM. The display time is the same in

all results because the master reads all cells in a chunk. After the iteration finishes, the

next chunk is received.

Next, when we compare the performance of two models by HDD and SSD using

the 1G switch, they do not have a substantial difference in the receiving time. Con-

sequently, the network bandwidth of the 1G switch is not sufficient to support the

throughput of HDD and SSD. On the other hand, in terms of the throughput of HDD,
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Figure 4.17: Comparing the CtM with MtM in varying the period.

the 10G switch affects the receiving time, 2x faster than the 1G switch. The receiving

time of using SSD is also reduced, achieving 5x compared with the 1G switch. Still,

the 10G switch cannot support the SSD throughput. For this reason, we do not deliver

the performance considerably by SSD using the 10G switch compared with using the

1G switch. The MtM also shows the similar result with CtM. As the performance in the

10G switch compared with that in the 1G switch, the receiving time and distributing

time are reduced. By SSD, the 10G switch can improve the receiving time compared

with the 1G switch.

We also measured the query processing time in Figure 4.17 using RRS443 with

varying the range in the time dimension to increase the data size. The processing time

is proportional to the data size, and CtM is 2x faster than MtM. Thus, the data size

affects the processing time on the scan query in two models.

Aggregate Query. We used two different plans using aggregate queries to observe

the effects of materializing operators. The queries are depicted in Figure 4.18.

CA query (Figure 4.18a) aggregates CHL, computing an average of chlorophyll for

longitude and latitude over the years, and a remote SciDB sends the foreign array to a

local SciDB. In contrast, AC query (Figure 4.18b) is that a local SciDB receives CHL

from a remote SciDB and aggregates the array for computing an average of chlorophyll

over the years.
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Figure 4.18: Relational algebra of aggregate queries.
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Figure 4.19: The processing time of aggregate queries.

Figure 4.19 shows the processing time of the queries. Since the computation ac-

counts for most of the processing time, the network overhead can be negligible. Except

for the CA query result using CtM model, three results show similar performance. The

AC query relatively takes a long time because it needs the local query processing after

a local SciDB receives CHL array. Especially, CA query using MtM is similar to the

vanilla SciDB as the query processing mechanism is similar. However, as CA query

using CtM is executed concurrently, the query processing time is reduced by half com-

pared with MtM. The network switch also affects the performance in SDF, but it is

insignificant. Each SciDB instance should collect corresponding cells to aggregate an

array, which needs to shuffle data. By MtM, AC query requires the synchronization

only once because a single query is posed. On the other hand, CtM needs multiple

times, the number of localized aggregate queries (i.e., the number of instances), to
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(b) JC query

Figure 4.20: Relational algebra of join queries.

synchronize remote SciDB instances. This communication overhead has an effect on

the performance of CtM.

Join Query. To analyze the performance of a join query, we used two plans in

Figure 4.20: (1) a join is performed for two arrays, and the result is sent to a local

SciDB (CJ query); (2) an array is sent to a local SciDB, and then join is performed (JC

query).

Figure 4.21 shows the performance of two join queries. Since CtM bypasses data

distribution, it is faster than MtM. The reason is similar to the scan query. On the other

hand, in MtM, JC query is faster than CJ query because the transmitting data size of

JC query to a local SciDB is smaller than that of CJ query.

In the 10G switch, the performance is not achieved substantially compared with the

1G switch. The reason is similar to the scan query that the throughput of HDD hardly

supports the higher network bandwidth. To improve the join query performance in

CtM, executing the operation in a single database is better than in separate databases.

In MtM, in contrast, since receiving a large volume of data causes overhead, reducing

the size of data is more helpful in improving the performance. MtM is sensitive to the

change in the volume of receiving data. Hence, there is no best common plan of join

query in both models.
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Figure 4.21: The processing time of join queries.
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Figure 4.22: Relational algebra of merge queries.

Merge Query

The query is described in Figure 4.22. CM query (Figure 4.22a) merges two arrays in

a remote SciDB and then receives the foreign array. MC query (Figure 4.22b) receives

the remote array and merges it with a local array. The results of the queries are in

Figure 4.23.

The join and merge queries have a similar feature that integrates two arrays, but

has different read patterns. To combine two arrays, a merge query reads two arrays.

The array with smaller start coordinates is read first and then the other array is read.

This pattern is the same as reading two arrays in a row. With this feature, the data

size is a more important factor in the performance. Thus, MC query is faster than CM

query.
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Figure 4.23: The processing time of merge queries.

Discussion

• Compared with the vanilla SciDB, SDF can reduce the query processing time

up to 45% for an aggregation query in our experiment.

• With the experiments of scan and aggregate queries, the bottleneck of the query

processing depends on query types. Most query processing suffers from network

traffic, whereas the computation for aggregate query accounts for the whole pro-

cessing time.

• The overhead to process a federated query is minimized by concurrent execution

and caching effects.

• The cluster-to-master model provides better performance than the master-to-

master model because bypassing the foreign array distribution.

• Federated query plans affect the query performance. In general, as the result size

is small, the query performance can be improved because of reducing network

overhead.
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4.5 Summary

In SciDB, most queries for scientific data analysis utilize spatial information. However,

the filter operator for processing queries reads all data without considering features

of array-based DBMSs and spatial information. In this chapter, we propose a selec-

tive scan method, windowing, which only retrieves data selectively corresponding to a

range. It significantly reduces the processing time of a selection query when queries

contain a range search. Our implementation of the filter operator will accelerate scien-

tific analysis and relieve the hesitation in using AQL statements. It will also enhance

SciDB to handle a massive amount of scientific data in a more scalable manner.

Next, we propose a new scalable approach to improving the data loading process

for SciDB. We use MPI to send data from the master node to slaves in the loading stage

and reduce the I/O overhead significantly compared with SSH used by the vanilla

loader of SciDB. Moreover, SLS sorts data separately in the redimensioning stage

and avoids the all-to-all communication for data redistribution altogether. The results

from our experiments also show that the reduction in loading time by SLS is indeed

significant.

Last, in order to process the complicated analysis using data in separate databases,

the database federation is necessary. We present SDF, implemented in SciDB using

UDO, adopting the principle of a federated database system for a shared-nothing ar-

chitecture. SDF abstracts away integrating processes, preserving system features and

the primary authority of each SciDB; it facilitates the data sharing and exchange within

multiple databases, providing an interconnect interface. As SDF enables the federated

query processing, distributed and parallel executions could be allowed beyond clusters

over significantly large data sets. It will be one of the big data solutions for numerous

consolidated resources and help enhance scientific analytics.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we conclude this dissertation with summary of our contributions and

future directions.

5.1 Contributions

We first present the in-memory array processing system, named Spangle, in the map-

reduce environment. We introduce Spangle, an array processing system that provides

declarative interfaces. It can process complex analytics in parallel with large-scale

arrays. In order to process raster data, which is skewed and sparse, Spangle identi-

fies empty cells (i.e., null value) as a bitmask. Furthermore, since managing data in a

concise form is essential for in-memory systems, Spangle provides data compression

in three different modes. It facilitates high-level programming for both iterative al-

gorithms and interactive analysis. This high-level programming significantly increases

the productivity of data scientists, as it is easy to manipulate arrays without considering

the mechanisms involved. In addition, Spangle also supports machine learning. Most

of them rely on linear algebra, and Spangle effectively provides matrix operations. Our

experiments show that Spangle is a competitive system compared with existing ones.

Next, we describe three techniques we propose. We first describe several approaches
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to improve the query processing and data loading on SciDB. Most queries for scien-

tific data analysis utilize spatial information. However, filter operator for processing

queries reads all data without considering features of array-based DBMSs and spatial

information. We propose a selective scan method, windowing, which only retrieves

data selectively corresponding to a range. It reduces the processing time of a selec-

tion query significantly when queries contain a range search. Moreover, we present

a scalable loader, which improves the data loading process for SciDB. We use MPI

to send data from the master node to slaves in the loading stage such that the I/O

overhead can be reduced significantly compared with SSH being used by the vanilla

loader of SciDB. Moreover, sorting is done separately from the redimensioning stage

so that the all-to-all communication for data redistribution can be removed altogether.

That is, two serious bottlenecks, namely sort and redistribution, in the redimensioning

stage are eliminated. The results from our experiments also show that the reduction in

loading time by SLS is indeed significant.

Then, we suggest a federated system, which facilitates access to multiple databases

at the query level. To process the complicated analysis using data in separate databases,

the database federation is necessary. We present SDF adopting the principle of a fed-

erated database system for a shared-nothing architecture, built in SciDB using UDO.

It abstracts underlying databases, and users can process queries such as joining data in

different databases, even in geospatially separated databases.

Our work can enhance scalable array processing and management with a mas-

sive amount of scientific data, such as raster data and matrices, on Apache Spark and

SciDB. Furthermore, our optimization technique processing can accelerate the creation

of a more accurate machine learning model. It will be one of the big data solutions for

numerous consolidated resources and handling a massive amount of scientific data in

a more scalable manner.
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5.2 Future Direction

In this section, we describe several concerns and discuss promising research directions

for future work.

Adapting Systems for Modern Hardware. Recently, we can achieve high per-

formance with modern hardware where many applications have heavy computation

tasks. In order to fully use hardware acceleration, we often consider system design cus-

tomized for the hardware. Graphics processing units (GPUs) have become an emerging

and powerful co-processor for many applications in scientific computing and database

systems. A large number of CPU cores can process elements of an array in paral-

lel, which implies that systems based on the array data model are suitable for GPU

because they do not need the data transformation. Moreover, remote direct memory

access (RDMA) based networks improve data transmission performance in distributed

systems. With the RDMA network, conventional network-optimized approaches are

no longer the best fit.

Data Compression. In distributed systems, the data size is an important factor

which affects the entire processing performance. Likewise, in-memory systems must

regard the data size. Its performance drops substantially when the working data set ex-

ceeds available memory. There are many methods to compress data, but it is difficult to

suggest the algorithm that supports minimum data size with elapsed time to compress

and decompress data.

As we described in Section 3.2.3, the algorithms for bit-vectors access have been

researched. While Spangle processes arrays, operations transform them, including

building time to elapsed time. Thus, we need to consider the encoding cost to build

bitmasks as well as payloads.

Nested Array. The nested arrays can be used when arrays have hierarchical rela-

tionships such as adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), but it is a challenge to represent

them directly. As the size of the object, which contains all arrays, is naturally large,

data shuffling incurs much network overhead with the large data size in distributed
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systems. Thus, the implementation is different to avoid it. For example, SciDB imple-

ments nested arrays by adding extra dimensions. If a system provides the nested array

and its operations (e.g., getNextLevel()) efficiently, it can leverage productivity and

usability.

Irregular Chunks. The scientific data are skewed and sparsely distributed, and

there are studies to support the irregular chunks [17]. It is beneficial for data manage-

ment because it reduces skew in parallel array processing. However, it has challenges

for operations with two arrays. If two arrays have different chunks, it is required to

support efficient access to subsets of arrays. If a system follows the in-memory archi-

tecture, it should maintain metadata or data structures to index them in limited memory

space.

Optimization for Machine Learning Algorithms. As described, machine learn-

ing algorithms rely on linear algebra, which the array data model can support effi-

ciently. In Chapter 3, Spangle shows effective matrix operations. Likewise, we can

propose optimized design and overcome implementation challenges for machine learn-

ing algorithms based on Spangle.

Tensor Operation Support. Tensor is a mathematical representation for multi-

dimensional arrays, including vector (i.e., one-dimensional array) and matrix (i.e.,

two-dimensional array). If Spangle supports tensor operations such as tensor decom-

position, it can be widely used in many interesting applications such as clustering,

trend detection, and anomaly detection.
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초록

과학분야의관측과시뮬레이션및실험은대규모과학데이터를생성하며,다차

원 배열로 생성되는 과학 데이터의 복잡한 분석에서 성능 향상이 지속적으로 요구

되어져왔다.과학데이터를관리하기위해배열데이터모델을주로사용하는데,이

모델은 물리적으로 서로 가깝게 데이터를 저장 관리하여 좌표 시스템의 지역성을

보장할수있다.본논문에서는배열데이터모델을기반으로데이터처리및관리에

중점을 두고 있다. 우선, 맵-리듀스 프레임워크인 Apache Spark에서 복잡한 배열

처리 계산 위한 시스템인 Spangle을 소개한다. Spangle은 배열 데이터 모델을 채택

하여 래스터 데이터의 분석이나 선형 대수에 크게 의존하는 기계 학습 알고리즘을

용이하게처리할수있도록고안하였다.더불어,배열기반 DBMS중하나인 SciDB

를 사용해 배열 처리 및 사용성을 개선을 하였다. 첫번째로 filter 연산자에서 주어

진 조건에 관계없이 데이터 전체를 읽는 연산을 개선해, 조건에 따라 공간 정보를

활용한부분적으로읽는방법을제시하였다.다음으로,효율적인데이터적재를제

공하는 SLS를제안한다.변환과정을간소화하고,특히대부분을차지하는데이터

적재에서정렬과재배포를제거하는방법을사용하였다.마지막으로는복잡한분석

을위해최소한의부하로데이터를연동할수있는 SDF시스템을제안한다. SDF는

연동 과정을 추상화하여 서로 다른 데이터베이스의 기본 권한을 보존하면서 쿼리

연산을가능하게하는시스템이다.

주요어:배열데이터모델,과학데이터,배열처리,배열관리

학번: 2015-30267
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